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State Of Energy Emergency Here Lifted
Businesses To Return To Regular Hours, Conservation Still Urged
The state of einergency declared here
Mikldie School will begin at 9:00 a.m.
This shortened day will run through
essential, were not included in the
last week due to the shortage of natural
and (Its-Miss at 2:30 p.m. January 31, 1977, During this period Of
request for the cutback in operating
:-tas supplies_ was lifted this morning
Robertson Elementary and Murray
time the following- schedule will be
hours.
following a re-evaluation of the
High School will open at 9:30 a.m. and
observed:
-Even 'with the break in the
;lluation by local pfficials.
dismiss at 3:00p..m.
Carter Elementary and Murray
weather,' Marshall said. WP still have
Murray Mayor -John.Ed Scott and long,term problem because we're
Calloway .County Judge Robert 0.
already over our allotment for the
Miller, in a proclamation signed today,. winter period which runs from Nov. 1.
lifted the energy emergency begun last
through March 31."
Tuesday in regard to the conservation
Marshall said that conservation of
of natural gas.
the use of natural gas for the remainder
"Effective this the 24th day of _ of the winter allotment .period is
January44-77%n4 until further notioar1:----itiasidatoryy--iio-predieted Friday - thatthe proclamation said, "the city and .. the system Would overrun its wioter
county offices along with the businesses
entitlement by some 50,000 mcf..
*ill operate-at regular hours."
--_.
Marshall said thatif Texas Gas would
Tommy Marshall, superintendent of
allow the city to 'deduct the overrun
the Murray Natural Gas System,...said
from the summer allotment, alterthe State of emergency was .declared
sia
native. methods of'making up the adbecause of The'sub-zero cold spell that
ditional gas used may become
enveloped the area fast week apd that 'available other than Paying the $10 per
moderation,in temperatures predicted
mcf penalty.
- _
to begin today should ease the burden
All major industrial users of natural
somewhat. ,
gas hate voluntarily_ either switched
entirely to alternate fuel sources or cut
Mayor Scott did, however, urge the
continued conservatiou_of _natural gas
back drastically their use of naturaL
as welLas other energy 'sources.
gas. Marshall said.
Marshall-added that the Murray
Included in this cutback are the four
Natural -Gai-Sysni will inoSt-likil-Y- Major- users olThatural gas Focally:
rappan, Murray State University,
ovarrun its winter entitlement from
Vanderbilt Chemical and Ryan Milk
Texas Gas Transmission Co. anyway
Co.
and that unless alternative sources of
Both local school systems have also
gas'are_ Mind, the overrun would cost
announced plans to cooperate irrenergy
• • the system $10 per mcf(thousand cubic
conservation. If a break in weather..
feet)in ponalty charges.
local businesigi....„
CounbayiskaoLasemassopi.
4,suirswosamiliiiaorsaskssiossoasowor*•
and homeowners for their efforts
System to reopen its doors this week,
.,during ,the emergen
the schools will operate. on a shorterand said
•
I I
use
?UPL; di
we would be in much/worse shape than
announced Friday.
we presently are." ,
The school day will begin one-hour
The business conimunity voluntarily
later .during .the day and buses will
shortened business hours to a five hour
make their runs one-hour later. Each
day. from.10 artl; until 3 p.m. during
school has.been incometertto_revise_its___
the crisis, with' most businesses parschedule So that the most productive
ticipating in the cutback.
and beneficial education plan may be
-••••••
- Most.businesses-also-cut.back their
continuedforthe students. thermostats to 6.1slegrees(F.) or lower'
Murray
if
The
Board F-duration has
in a further, effort to conserve natural
also approved a Minimum school day
SCHOOL'S STILL OUT-These two .oungsters are eliciting Yet Another- gas.
_ r_
during the natural gas emergency,
d
y A uupAarn.rd satation as sn
again
Drug stores, supermarkets, doctors'
according to Fred Schultz, superin, schools.-Pilot-of-the-sferl-is-lievin- 4-rIstnit,--137-soft•-of-Mr., and Mrs..yiracks-7
offices and other_ripiratihns considered
toodent of Murray City Schools.

All buses will run one hour later than
their regular schedules on their morrung runs during this period of time.
Afternoon bus schedules will remain
the same.

Thermostats fa. class rooms and
offices will-be set at 68 degrees during
this period and children should be
dressed to be comfortable at this
temperature.
f-•
•••."`
-

.r

Wilson of 216 N. 13th St. Co-pilot is John Swann, 10, son of Mr. and Mr
Swaun-uf 220 N. 13th.
r up!'
Wal
PP!
.stattosototisitsassionzates,

Weekend Snowfall Forces Closing Of Schools Again
Calloway Countians were busy today
School System have occurred- this
The current school calendar calls fk.: said that the immediate crisis was over
33 degrees normal and, better yet,
With winter only on..-third over,
digging out of yet another winter snow
month and all but one of the day
the city schools to dismiss on June 3 If because of moderating ,temperatures . _higher than that to give our storage
Kentucky already_has seen the fierce_
-storm-which dumped-on additional-two -missed - in the Calloway System -hive' only thlcre !Ts -hat-Fe-TO be rirade up : - turdaYind Siiriday.
a-risaki- —
flelds-Some rest^-Th-urm
Cold cause millions of dollars in
inches of snow on the already recordoccurred since the Christmas break. A
the city system, the last day of sch...,.
Meanwhile, the Western Kentucky
We had a two-day emergency last
damage to agriculture and roads.
setting blanket of snow and ice covering
Charlie Lassiter, director of Pupil
would be June 8.
Gas Co. scheduled a news conference
Monday and Tuesday, but with the
The weather Service- said a sudden
the local area.
Personnel for the county system, said
The moderate temperatures ,•
today to announce a round of cutbaCks
cooperation'of everyone we were able'
thaw, accompanied by rain, could form
The precipitation, which began
today that the original closing date on
companying .Sunday's storm prochs s‘: to get by," said Hareld McCracken, gas
for its industrial consumers.
ice trains of a mile or more in length on
Sunday, combined with freezing rain
the school calendar is May 25 but that if
both positive and negative effects.
The nattiral gas shortage already has
utilization manager of Columbia Gas
the Ohio River. Once these trains began
and sleet to create-hazardous driving
all the missed days have to be made up
With temperatures around thc Co. of Lexington, which serves eastern
closed some stores in Tompkinsville
moving, they-would take everything in
-conditions throughout the area.
school would be in session until June 13.
and the community of 4,000 experienced -the river with them,the service said.
freezing mark,traffic on the Ohio
er and central Kentucky. .
Temperatures, which hovered near
Lassiter added,.however, that the state
was halted Sunday at Dam 50 nt.':
a water shortage Sunday.
W. B. Thurman, vice president of
Tom Curtsinger, agricultural agent
board of education has been asked to
zero degrees (F) most of last week',
Paducah, Ky. and Dam 51 Lea' Louisville Gas & Electric Co., said the
Officials said a valve cracked at the
in Daviess County:said livestock losses
consider dropping the-required number..., Golconda, Ill.
however, were rising and the mercury
pumping station forcing'it to shut down - in the county amounted to about $10,000.
weekend's temperatures- - "certainly
of actual school days from 175 to 170 .
was predicted to top the 32 degree
until repairs were completed Sunday
Martin Pedigo, a spokesman for .th,• improved the daily sitiialion."
hnd he estimated the statewide lowwhich would lessen the number of days
(freezing) mark this-afternoon.
-night.
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers,saidft
might go as hrAff-as$500,000,
But Thurman cautioned thar his
to be made up by five.
Lalcal schools were closed again
dams had been lowered to prevew. company and, other natural gas sup- . Many Pikeville residents also were
-Bitter -weather also haS• hamperedtoday and many meetings were can-- The state requires the school _ .darnage when starts to melt and-can-2c, pliers face a long-range- problem that-without _water-Sunday when.the Laval's.. yoal.prodoctifin and-movement. calendar to contain a total °PM days . down The river. However,as a result.
celled due to the inclement weather.
main water intake pump broke.: The
could develop into an acute shortage if
The Kentucky Coal Association said
with 175 actual claSs days, four inThe school closing_ makes the _fifsaid, there wasn't enough water in tli.- frigid temperatures rpoir
tlif. industry arrnsc the .:tato h2Q. Wera,
p_ousjuss_ to have been re ired earlv
teenth day of classes misSed solar this # service. days, four holidays, and two
this morning, City Manager Jay Collier
channel for river traffic.
held back by frozen roads, frozen
'To move away from the eniergency
year in the. cannway_ County_School__ -piofessional.days__
--Meanwhile- -ehtitir Sristinid I :... bituatimi, we need tem-rier-ati. machinery, and frozen ciiili .
ires above
'
5•Jki• .
The situation in the city school .„ anothes
System and the eighth day missed in
i Corps spekesman, said thie
system is somewhat different in that
the Murray School System..
__
although barge traffic was reported '• •
---- All -of the days -lost-by the Murray- -:- the -city -school--ealeadar--ealitk-feesaw--------ertly-.10-- to---W- per-rent-of-mirrmT •
additional five actull class days for a
channels do not appear to be freezing .,
total of 180 class days or a total school
quickly after towboards'cut through th.
calendar of 190 days.
.
ice. .
,
The city,school board could lowerthe
."We're still not out of the woods . , •
number of class days in the school year
- but there is some improvement- .
to 175 and still meet the state
headway,"Schumann said.
.
requirements. This would eliminate the
overflow structures also have been
Some natural gas shortages brout.• i. , The apparent - low-bidder on the • Livingston counties.'That contract will
The Murray Ledger & Times won two
need for .Making
Up- five of the eight
on by last. week's sub
provide for grade and drainage con- . approved'along Ky: St to reroute high
-zero tetvfour---'
the
section
of
"CountyMarshall
t- awards in the Kentucky Preis
days already missed in the city'systern.
waters in time of flooding,.. The,strucperatures persisted but some officials ' laning .of U.'S. 641 between Murray and struction totaling almost.3.5 miles on
s--Association's better newspaper contest:
tures
are located between three-tenths
River.
Tennessee
the
sides
of
both
Benton is the R. R. Dawson Bridge _Co,_ .,
The. winners of the contest were anof one mile and 12.2 miles northeast of
Secretary John
Transportation
State
•
.
Smith
Jim
o
the
and
Bloomfield,
f
nounTed at the KT'A's winter conthe 1-24 _project was the .the eastern city limits of Murray.
Contracting Co. of Grand Rapids Stuart. Cjtoberts said
vention held this- past weekend in
Roberts said six bridges are
largest single corttraCt awarded during
ofDepartment
Kentucky
Victor
o/the
Louis:1111e.
replaced because of in unusuaLnurn her
the bid-letting .held December 16, 1976.
----- (-- - Transportation seVealed today, -, _
Murray'Ledger AtfraileS-Spos editor
will Isegin
of traffic deaths-and accidents whs.h •
Nlarhalt County, the work'jointbt-of
said
that
the
Victor
•
Mikt; Brandon Was the recipient of hoiA:
.
62113%. li*ve '. Occurred ...Oil Ky.
$4,644.393.7ron the5.564-mile secti • -of _atAke northeast ePil uLtJae
the a Wards, a third Place award for the "
river,
a
the
-extend
Murray and Kenlake.
to
itershange
and
review
undergoing
by
now
project
is
the
best sportsstory aanong Kentucky daily
• "I understand the danger posed -by
distance of almost two miles. In
f
f h B
,
• .•
__newspapers and an honorable_ melOitss------ WASHINGTON (-A13)
President - A --dozen Cabinet members _and.
will
limas
project
the-narrow-19-foot
County,
Livingston
_wide bridges,is the
Highways. If the bid is found to be in
for the-best sports feature story.
Carter held his first business session Cabinet-level officers were sworn tr..
source of the problem." he said
extend from the river to Kentucky 453,
highthe
made
by
projections
with
_line
Witham E. Matthews of Press Co., - -today with his Cabinet and pledged to
The cost of the -deSign work is ex-,
a diStance of about 1.5 Miles.,. way department, the contract should be
Inc.. was elected the 1977 KPA
-run • the affairs. of the federal gover- Sunday at the White House, and Carter
pected to amount to 870.000 and will be
development-eoncerning
another
In
awarded by the end of this Week, Victor
preSident in the convention. Matthews,
nment through you" and to be "always emphasized then that his White Hou.se
funded totally by the state. Roberts said
local roads, it-was announced last week
.
said.
.
staff will not ,dominate Cabinet
whose company publishes newspapers
available in person and by telephone."
that the projects are not iszpected g,.
• Carroll has
M.
Julian*
Gov..
that
held in
secretaries. Three more Cabinet
Florence,
Cumberland and
. Bid opening on the projectwas
to contract until 1978. Roberts said that,
state Transportation
the
_
_authorized_
.
..
.....
__
Jan.
20:
Carter and his Cabinet members took members still await confirmation laY .
Frankfort on Thursday,
-Williamstown, succeeds Robert C.
within the Ira two or. three weeks, he
. Department to begin design work on six
e same WQ construct-on •
Carter, president and general Manager . seats around the long table in the White the Senate.
Kentin•ky,
94 expects.to announcc.the largest list if
aim
.
g
bridges
replacement
House Cabinetitiom. A fire crackled in `
have already been awarded the eonof the Hopkinsville New Era.
highway contracts ever awardef I at .ffirle
in Calloway County:
"There will never be an
thefire place. •
C011oway
-trod-for
Elected _first We president Of the
,time in Kentucky
bridges
Roberts,
all
six
According
to
while
I
am
the
President,
wh
n
"This is going- to be a learning
four-lane road building p ckage.
association was Carroll Knicely,
nt under
.
process for all of us, especially at fir- members V 'the White Hous staff . That contract' provides for gra)11e and -scheduled for
publisher of the GlaSgow Daily Times
TODAY'S INDEX
northeast of.
located
authorization
are
•
dominate
orlact
in
to
a
position
superior
st," Carter said and invited suggestions
drainage construction and inci ental
and Paul E. Mick;'editor and publisher
their
and
bridges
The
Murray.
the
One Section Today
merribel-s
of
Our Cabinet," the
at any time for improvements in the
surfacing over a distance of 5.4 miles,
of. the Crittenden Press of Marion was
respective distances from Murray are:
Prepiclept. s.aid....:'Wheri a directive is
Abby
.
Dear
'froni the end of the'present four-lane
named secbrid vie'epreSidenr.
why' he run
'
what he lias *called'his-relayed from. the White -House to ;
Bridge, six-tenths of
---ciaili'V-River
Local•fscene
'!Cabinet
ribet
County.
Marshall
h
--administrationthe
of
Murray
to
of
our
•
. .
,
- membefs of the Cabinet, it will indeed
.••one mile;
Horoscope
government."
:• line.
,
•
,
come directl fr m me."
Opinioo Page
Clayton Creek Bridge: seven-tenths
County
•
Calloway
The
bi)1
o
the
"If there is a message'you'd like to
Althoughr reserved . major
Sports
portion of ti ‘project - Irriounted \o-' . of one mile
,
get to me ;Pm ,always airailable in - decisions. as his cohatitulipria:
•\
•
6 •
ti..L0a40.1 . Creek Bridges, ..two..
.$4,058.614...
Partial 'eldartng and cobier onight, ;
person and by telephone Carter said. poerogative and responAility, tic
lu
Crossword.,,.
a%54
anois
.sirtict4res
rages;
low
Also
Ws.
Cloudy.
two
teens
W
I
in
.
.th
same
upper
this
•
sr
.
the
low in
-I'M going to rup the affairs ot the decTared tha,
that, otherwise he believes In
Comics
10
constructi4n firms have been awarded- Morris BPanch Bridge;9.7 miles;
with a chance of snow tries Tuesday, 'federal government throughlyou. This
-Cabinet adrninistratkin of bur
'Classifieds'
Ledbetter Creek Bridge,12.2 miles...
10.11
a six million dollar construction con-,
high around 30. Wednes y cloudy With
hasn't been,Lite-case in the past."
goverlament."
• • '
In additiotl. four. replacement - Deaths & Funerals
12
flurries.
'
tract for Interstate 24 in Marshall and
a chalice of snow

Bids Opened On Marshall County
Portion Of 641 4-Lane Project

Awards Won
By Newspaper

Carter, Cabinet Ho_Id
First Business Session

--

--

Partial Clearing

•
•

Pi
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communiTY

CALE MAR I

•
. Niondo. Januar 24
Nloyttint L•antelled of Adult
Discussion Group
Callo‘%;i Count

Tuesday, January 25
The Past Matrons and Past
The candlelight wedding of
Patrons Club of Murray Star, Sharon Giq Diggs and David
was
Clayton
Chapter Na. 433 Order oLthe. Jonathan
Tuesday,
6:30
at
meet
's'olemnized
will
Star
Eastern
I
p.m. at Jerry's Restaurant December 28, at seven p.m. at
and go later to the home of
Former Kentucky Gov,. June Crider for business
Louie B. Nunn will speak at meeting and dessert. 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of
•
Education
Special
the
Spring Safe Boating and
-13iiilding, North 16th Street. $eamanship Course meets at
Carr Health Building, IISU,
Community
Continuing and registration is still open to
Nursing Education meeting persons at -five dollars each
‘‘ ill be at the Murray- with a reduced charge for
family
Calloway County Hospital ,each additio
Conference Roomat 7:30 p. rn. - member.
25
Tuesday, J
ority of
Tau Phi Lant..Recovery* Inc., will meet at
First Preibyterian Church, the Woodmen of the World will
Main-andl6th Streets, at-7:30 meet at the WOW Hall at
' p. m.
seven p. in. The pledge
ceremony will be held. -Tuesday. Jaduary 25
Ellis Center will be open
Wednesday, January 26
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Three day seminar for new
Senior Citizens with,arts and
(1'a-ft-a and visiting •at 10:30
a.m., lunch at noon, and band business on "Improving
Management Skills" will be practice at one p.m.
from nine a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
each day at Kenlake State
Murray TOPS Club will Park.
meet at seven p. m. at the
Health Center.
' Lecture by Dr. Daniel
Marshall on Transcendental
Murray Quota Club will Meditation will be at 7:30 p.m.
meet at twelve noon at the in Room 206 of Roy Stewart
Triangle Inn.
Stadium, MSU.
•
La Leche League will meet
MSU Women's Society
at the home of Debbie Shapla, Coffee will be at home of
40024'airlane Drive, Murra. •
lane p
Street, from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m.
the First
WMU Council
Baptist Chn-t.,Aul meet in
....ior at 9:30 a. m.
the church‘-3
Wednesday, January 26
An 'organization meeting of
Purchase Area Aglow -Young Diabetics in CallowayFellowship will be at Kenbar Marshall ap,d Surrounding
Inn at 10:30 a. m.
Areas tit the Winslow
Cafeteria at 7:00 p. m. All
MSU Women's Society will young diabetics or potential
have a coffee at home of diabetics are urged to attend.
,
Bonnie Pines-frorn ten to 11-10a. m.
Ladies luncheon and bridge
Sinking Spring 'Baptist at the Murray Country Club
Church Bible Study, will be have been cancelled due to the
from seven to nine p. m.
local energy crisis.

BARGAIN HITE
AT THESE THEATRES

Starting Thursday
eine Central Will Be

The Murray Theatres Proudly Present Cine II
Fri
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imeal Per.s()ns
-Speakers ha
MCA Classes

Sharon Gar Diggs Becomes Bride Of
David Jonathan Odyton In Ceremonr
. -three brothers .Bruce, Paul buds.
Prenuptial Events
and Daniel Clayton - along
Dr.. and Mrs. James Clayton
with Steven Collins and Steven
Diggs were grobmsmen and reTeived friends and relatives
-ushers. They Mt wore black at A reception on December 5

t

Several local persons have
been guest speakers at the
classes for the Distributive
Education Clubs of America
Murray' Area.
gt the
Vocational Educational
Center.
George Ed (Pete) Waldrop
spoke to the classes on the
process a person goes through
in order to get a job. Points
included filling out applications, job interview, and
the traits of a good employee.
Cleo Sykes from the U. S.
Postoffice discussed the postal
services provided locally,
state, and nationally. He also
presented the students with a
brochure .entitled
'Packaging" as he explained
the proper process of mail
wrapping and labeling.
_David Smotherman,
manager of Jim Adams IGA
Northside, and Gary Covey,
manager of Jim Adams IGA
-SOutti-Sttle 'dis--etissed—the
cashier checker training and
programing. They gave
several techniques and answered questions from the
students.

Key to Problem
Fits the Car
By Abigail Van Buren
C1577 by Cr•cago tribune-to N. News Send Inc

DEAR ABBY: As many others have said, I never
thought I'd be writing a letter to Dear Abby, but I must
ranfrsg, I don't know where to turn.
Our 17-year-old son has become interested in a girl.
We've always wanted him to have girlfriends, but this one
might not be good for him. A week ago Saturday, on their
first dateTthey wentigit movie.(Welet.him -use the familycar.) He came home- it 7:45 Sunday morning!
He said that. after the movie, he went to her house to
watch television and they both fell asleep. Last Saturday
night he went out at 7 p.m. and came home at 4:30 Sunday
morning.
Wouldn't you say that something is drastically wrong
with a mother who would allow a 15-year-old girrtO keep
such hours?
Any advice his father and I give him causes nothing but
back talk. We've always had a good relationship with our
son until now. What do you suggest?
WORRIED

Diana Sliger
.41 Banquet
Diana Sliger, Kentucky
State Secretary, from the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center, attended
the- Mayfield employeeemployer banquet at Mayfield
DECA Chapter to help host the
program. Miss Sliger covered
main points relating to
Distribution and Distributive
Education Clubs of America
or DECA.
Miss Sliger commended the
Mayfield DECA Chapter for
their fine efforts this year and
also wished them the best of
luck with the tOFTling pEcA
activities.

DEAR WORRIED: I suggest that his father have a
mgn-to-man talk with the boy. Of course the girl's parents
should place some restrictions on her with regard to the
hours she keeps,-trut since -they-do uot-tor shr-ignoresthem I, it's up to you to put some on your son. Tell him what
time you want him home,and if he doesn't comply, the key
to the situation is the one that fits the car.
DEAR ABBY: I would like your opinion of the following
situation:
When friends just drop in, should the hostess excuse
herself and put on a pot of coffee, or get a cold drink and
serve it with a sandwich„cake, cookies or whatever she has
on hand? Or should-she ask Her guests If they would like a
hot drink, a cold one or a sandwich?
My husband and I are on opposite sides of this argument'
and need ydu to settle it for us.
MR,LIE IN MARYLAND
DEAR MILLIE: The gracious hostess does'not inquire.
She acts. (P.S. Drop-in visitors should not expect a
feed-in.)

HOSPITAL DOTES
lir. and

Ilr%. David .14mail1ati Cbolim

January 17, 1977
Their
Murray.
in
home
their
In
boutonAdults 136
holly
with
tuxedoes
Church
Avenue
the New York
,)1dest son, David, introduced _ Nursery 4
of Christ, Oak Ridge, Tenn. nieres.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
The bride is the daughter of The bride's mother chose a tus bride-to-be and her family.
Robertson
Boy
Baby
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B. green quiana floor length -Mrs. Elizabeth Riley and
Diggs, 165 Outer- Dr., Oak gown with matching capelet Mrs.-De}bertClayton,aunts-of rnotner UeDDte,
Ridge, Tenn. The groonr is the trimmed in green sequin the groom, served frosted Benton, Baby Boy Darnell
oldest son of Dr. and Mrs. braid. She wore a white orchid punch, spice tea and coffee (mother Marcia B.), Rt. 1,
from silver and antique Kirk.seY.
James D. Clayton, 1304 Olive and silver accessories.
crystal appointments along
an
wore
Clayton
DISMISSALS
Mrs.
Blvd., Murray. He is the
Miss Louise Hopkins, 205
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. original floor length pink knit with a variety of cakes, mints,
Molton St.; Hickman, Mrs.
Tilmon Clayton and Mr. and gown and cape. The ensemble cookies and nuts.
Mrs. tee BrisendiM of was trimmed in silver' The serving table was Carolyn S. Blackford, Rt. 6,
metallic braid and the cape covered with a quaker lace Box 186, Murray, James G..
Buchanan, Tenn.
a silver fox fur table cloth underlayed with Harrison, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
featured
Dr. James D. Clayton,
father of the groom, officiated collar. She tarried a white red satin. The center Ella L. Boren, Rt. 1,'Almo,
at the double ring ceremony orchid on her evening bag and arrangement was an antique Mrs. Linda L. Orr, Box 175,
crystal candelabrum on an Sedalia, Mrs. LaDon Haley, Dbefore an altar of gleaming wore silver accessories.
antique mirrored plate 3 Fox Meadows, Murray, Max
Clayton,
Tilmon
Mrs.
gold
and
white
in
tapers
white
candelabra. Tall white tapers paternal grandmother of the surrounded with holly and A. Weaver, 1203 Olive,
with bows and greenery were groom, wore a teal blue floor miniature wedding bells tied Murray, Mrs. Vera Adams,
used to light the aisle to the length chiffon gown with a with white and red ribbons. Fern Terrace Ldg., Murray,
-altar. Red poinsettias, green mink fur cape and black ac- Red candles were Lied and Joe O. Wimberly, 210 S. 13th.,
ivy, and red berry holly cessories. Her corsage was a attached to these were white Murray-, A.. Claude Mcsnow birds. Above the table Wherter, Rt. 1, Box 159,
completed the bridal setting. cymbidium orchid.
attached to an antique tiffany Cottage Grove,
Reception
A program of organ and
was a large white
shade
and
bridal
The
couple
vocal music preceded the
exchange of vows. The bride wedding party received the wedding bell. Mary Ann Riley and Nichoel
chose the traditional bridal guests at a reception given by
chorus "Lohengrin's Wedding the bride's parents- in the -Clayton, nieces of the groom,
March" for her entrance. "A fellowship room of the church. were in charge of the gift table
Midsummer Night's Dream" White candles in spiral which was covered with an
impore. :ce c
a, r
Call
was the recessional.
of ribbon, ivy, red puiiiaettias centered with- an-antique
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in and holly accented the tables crystal candelabrum with red Contour sheets will go on
marriage by her parents, was covered with white linen and candles. White wedding bells the mattress much easier if
escorted to the altar by her overlaid, with white imported were. used -throughout the you 'fix diagonally opposite corners first. Lather. She was radiant in her lace pleated skirts. The four home.
The bride-to-be chose a soft
wedding gown of white velvet tiered pedestal wedding cake,
trimmed in white imported featuring a miniature bride rose gown with white lace trim
fur. Designed and made by and groom statuette and from her trousseau. She was
her and her mother it was wedding bells, stood on a presented a corsage of white
fashioned with an empire silver pedestal, surrounded satin rose buds accented with
bodice and long fitted sleeves. with red berry holly. The bride a miniature bride and groom.
The flowing floor length skirt and groorn,:s table, was David wore a boutonniere of a
swept gracefully into . a full surrounded by a-unique winter single satin rose Auld, These
chapel train. Her elbow length garden setting of holly, iiry were hand made by Mrs.
Clayton.
veil of white silk illusion was and red poinsettias.
three tiered with hand rolled For traveling the bride wore • Other prenuRtial events
edges and draped softly from a blue vested suit with a included a tun-LIR-on --at
winter white hat and matching Harriman, Tenn., a luncheon
a crown of white fur.
She carried a cascade accessories. The groom at Oak Ridge, Tenn.; a linen
arrangement of white roses presented her with a dozen red shower at Oak Ridge, Tenn.; a
accented with stephanotis and rostot and ...she wore her miscellaneous shower by the
ivy. Her jewelry, besides her mother's white orchid cor- ladies of New York Avenue
Church of Christ, Oak Ridge,
diamond ring, was a single sage.
After a wedding trip the Tenn.; a shower at Oak Ridge,
strand of pearls, a gift from
couple is now at home in Tenn.; a reception-shower at
the groom.
Mrs. Steven Collins, twin Nashville, Tenn., where Mr. Ftosebank Church of Christ,
sister of the bride, was the Clayton is the minister for the Nashville, Tenn.; a dinner
matron of honor. Miss Ginny Rosebank Church of Christ party,, the bridesmaid's
Rob and a graduate student in luncheon, and pre-rehearsal
Mrs?
Raulston,
Kingsolver, Mrs. Mark Religious Studies at Van- reception, all at Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
Gentry, Mrs. Craig East, and derbilt University.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mrs. Norman McCollough
were bridesmaids. Each was Dr. and Mrs. Clayton were
attired in a red velvet floor hosts at a rehearsal dinner on
NOW AT NASHVILLE
length gown. Their head Monday, December 27, at the
Butler,
Renee
Miss
pieces were of white fur and Oak Ridge Country Club, Oak daughter of Mr. and 'Mrs.
-Terin:,
!
Rlidge
Rif
of
Members
h'tarried a white fur muff
Jerg• Don Butler, is now a
accented with Sprays of red the faintly and wedding party. patient\ at the Vanderbilt
The tables were covered
berry holly.
Children's Hospital. NashThe groom wore a black cut- with white linen cloths and red ville, Tenn. She entered the
awl& tuxedo, with black satin napkins. Red poinsettias and .hospital December 30 and is
4\ cummerbund and.- white candles in coach lanterns expeqgd tribe there for about
ruffled shirt. He wore white -were used -for-decoration.
five.nufte weeks. Her address
-The bride chose a white,
gloves and a whtte ros
D
floor.length jersey gown for is Rtee Butler, -3213A,.
boutonniere.
Vand rbilt. Children's
His brother, AlSx Clayton, the occasion. She wore a Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
served as best man. His other corsage of white satin rose 38203.

DEAR ABBY: For the last 12 years I have gone to the
sanie hairdresser once a week for a shampoo and set. It
now costs 86 plus a dollar tip and the-cost of parking.
Every Christmas I have given my hairdresser a lovely
gift, carefully chosen-something I would like to receive
myself.
It just occurred to me, Abby, that inasmuch as I tip my
hairdresser every week, SHE or the owner) should be
giving ME a small present at Christmas in appreciation of
my business.
Next year should I ask, "Which would you prefer, a tip
every week or a nice Christmas present?"
I would appreciate your opinion and those of your
readers and hairdressers.
, TIRED.OF GIVING
DEAR TIRED: Don't ask. Those who perform personal
services NEED tips, but feeling as you do, skip the
Christmas gift.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

The Christian Education Committee of the first Christian Church
Cordially Invites You To See The Production of

t

THE STORY OF MOSES
&fired tor Mall%milk 1m-010111e11rethUO4vc1ion
6:10 PM,Sunda- Evening, February 6,1977

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Murray, Ky,
Dr. David C...Koas..0isiller
Tickets available at Me Church Office Adults: Si, Children Si

Marilyn Driver
Home Economist

WES IN MURRAY

ea

Will Conduct A

Amana Microwave
Demonstration

Atia.

Wednesday, January 26
From 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
and 1 p.m.cp.m.

'Reservations Recfuire For 7-9 p.m. Session
By Wednesday at 12:00 noon
.

•

•

•••

53-1713

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

V

•
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• 11 eddinEY Planned

l'au Phi Lambda Sorority Ileets

your Individual
Horoscope

.41 l'he !Lune Of!holm I,von.s.
The Tau Phi • Lambda Joyce Hurt, Glenda Smith,
Dinah
Jobs,
Sorority, Omicron Alpha Loretta
Chapter, Woodmen_ of the Westerman, Jean Richerson,
World met in the home of Peggy Shoemaker, and ErMaria Lyons with each nestine Garland.
member bringing a dish for
the meal. Jeanie. Lamb was
cb-hotteS1-for the-meeting:The roll was • called by
BOHANNON BOY
secretary--Diana Lyons: Carol
Mr. -.and Mrs. Johnny
McDougal presented out- Bohannon, 1703 Johnson
going president, Cynthia 'Hart Boulevard,' Murray,. are the
with a bracelet engraved parents of a baby boy, Tyler
-Tau Phi Lambda." Gifts Burchett, weighing nine
Were then passed out with pounds three ounces and
each member guessing who measuring twenty-one inches.
.her.....1978 Secret Sorority born on Tuesday. January 11,
-Sister's name.
at 1:36 p. m. at the MurrayThe Executive Board will Calloway County Hospital.
the " next
meet
before
They have another son,
scheduled monthly meeting Todd Laritie, age seven. The
and bring a report to .the father is principal of North
sorority. The KY little Miss Calloway Elementary School
Committee will meet and and the mother is on leave
.
,
and set up from the Callaway
make final
County
report
and
before
committees
Board of Education.
at the next meeting.
. Grandparents are Mr. and
The next meeting will be Mrs. Ernest Bohannon of
held Tuesday, Jan. 25 at 7:00 Benton Route One and Mr. and
.p_ /IL at the_Wbadmen of.the -Mrs.--Cliaton---liturettett---41--rrith Donna Benton Route Three.
World Building' .
Garland as hostess and Jean
SENSIBLE SNACKS
Richerson as co-hostess.
A glass of milk, bite-size
Peggy Shoemaker won_ the
door prize and Carol Mc- pieces of cheese, an ice creana
Dougal won the Christmas cone or bar, hamburgers, hot
dogs, buttered popcorn, raw
Arrangement.
The following members vegetableshlike carrots, green
were present: Sara -Alexan- peppers, celery or fresh fruits
der, Bettye Baker, Cynthia - all these can be sensible
Hart, Ann Spann, Diana snacks. They are regular
Lyons, Donna Garland, Carol foods and they'll contribute
McDougal. Jeanie Lamb, nutrients yoitr children need.

,81,014.

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
JANUARY ZS, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign

ARUM
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Distant interests take the
spotlight. You may riow be able
to take a trip that was postponed or you may hear some
excellent news from afar.
Following a swearing-in ceremony, (left to right) Wendell Butler, secretary of the
TAURUS
-arid the Arts Cabinet, Martha Layne Collins, clerk of the Kentucky Supreme
Education
P
4
4
1::
21)
May
(Apr. 21 to
Court, Acidic Stokley, commissioner of Personnel, and Dan Kreutieis-neow assistant
A new type of work assignment should make your day
state librarian, chat with the nevs state librarian, Barbara Williams. Mrs. Collins admore interesting than usual. On
ministered the oath of office to Mrs. Williams Ian. 3. Mrs. Williams, a native of Prestonthe personal side, an unexsburg,
has served as the assistant slate librarian since Sept.,1. She succeeds Charles F.
pected invitation will Aslelight
Hinds of frankfort, who resigned recently. Kreutzer, from Paducah, has served as an
you.
GEMINI administrative assistant to Gov. Julian-Carroll
(May V tq June 21) .11
Certain rare opportunities
Indicated. Familiarize yourself
with data and knowledge
required, then step forth with
h•licirs Gmle IbmwIcit
quality action.
CANCER
mid
111,1) Hill
( June 22 to July 23)
Katie Simmons, 1017 Payne,
. Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Housden of Hazel Route Two announce
Mixed influences. Avoid
January 18, 1977
eldest'
their
of
marriage
Murray, Roy H. Jones,
the engagement and forthcoming
overoptimism. Too rosy an
Adults 135
outlook could cause you to
Kirksey, Mrs.. Pearl E.
daughter, Felicia Gayle, to Robert Allen Hill, son of Mr. and
Nursery 6
roverlook small but vital details.
Mrs. Robert T. Hill, 1706 Keenland Drive, Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS -'Allison, Box 97, Hardin, Mrs.
STILLWATER, Okla. I AP)LEO
Miss Housden will be a 1977 graduate of Calloway County
away
eat
Baby Boy Houston I Joyce), Orna H. Gallman, 1504
A lunch packed to
;?
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2f4
High School. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
from home can be attractive as
Rt. 4, Box 257, Murray, Baby Belmont, Murray.
innate aggressiveness
Your
well as tasty and nutritious,
Housden of Hazel and Albert Lee West and the late Ola Mae
Girl McAlpin (mother Jane).
will prove an advantage in
an Extension staff assistsays
activities.
West of Lynn Grove.
January 197'1977
conducting day's
Box 158, Sedalia
Oklahoma
at
nutrition
in
ant
- Don't push too bard and
. Hill will also be a 1977 graduate-of-Calloway Cauoty
NEW
University.
LJLSMThiALS•••
State
alienate associates, however. . "When packing a lunch be a
School. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Hester Hugh Brown
Mrs Iva N. Burton, Rt. 2, . Baby Boy Grogan ( mother
VIRGO
creative artist so your meal
of Hazel and the Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Hilt of Camden,Tenn. His
Hazel. Mrs Robbie L. Bar- Detwahi, Rt. 3, Murray,
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
will appeal to your taste and to
great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. One Key of Hazel and
nett. Rt 6. Murray, Jewell J. Baby Boy Paschall 'mother
Expend energies wisely.
advises Jeannie
eyes,"
your
Mrs. Amy Brown of Murray Route Four.,
Wilkins, Gen. Del., Hazel, Elaine) Rt. 4, Murray.
There's a tenderley now to
Sneed. "To do this, cut sandDISMISSALS
- A June 10th wedding is being planned.
wiches into designs or use garMrs. Peggy A. Doughaday,
overtax yourself Your talent
nishes."
Fur Felt
Mrs. Barbara G. Tilt, R.R.
for carrying out assignments
P.O. Box 382, Mayfield, Mrs.
Planntrigeahead and using the
against big oddscan be used.
2, Box 242, Covey Dr., Murray,
1,
Jo
Rt.
Alexander,
Ann
freezer can help in the preparaLIBRA
Mayfield, Mrs, Wanda J. Mrs. Betty J. Wicker, R.R. 1,
tion of lunchbox meals, she
Feather For'"
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 31r1
roast
having
you're
Rt. 5, Box 2388, Box 302, Almo, Mrs. Dora D.
If
adds.
Alendeben,
ins
A sudden flash of intuition
beef on Tuesday dinner, plan to
Murrar • Gleneth E. Wisehart, Burkec'n, R.R. .1, Dexter,
By The Tord (Reg. S8.00)$599
romantic matter will be right on
have -roast beef sandwiches
Kt I, Almo, Mrs. Lola G. Jeronle Hicks, Jr., R.R. 1,
target. Follow- through and
leftthe
from
neon
Thursday'
1
table
recent barriers to., happiness
7„ Murray. Mrs. Hardin, Bradley S. Kelso,"806
11111er,q(t.`.
overs. Put the sandwiches into
will fall.
Don your Bikini
Off
A. Curd, 303 S. 13th., Sunny Lane, Murray, Mrs.
the lunchbox from the freezer
SCORPIO
and they will be thawed out by
Murray, Charles K. Mott, 314 Wanda I.. Barrett, R./4. 2,
And dive'into the BARGAINS at JuDons(Oct. 24 to Nov. 2/)
lunchtime.
Such As Colored Jute, Heather Braid,
S 13th., Murray, -George L. Hazel, Mrs. Betty June MitNever mind the odds -against
• To avoid food poisoning when
Come on in the prices are fine.
1, Almo, - Mrs.
-R.R.
chell,.
:Old Colony Acrylic
Rug Roving,
Mrs.
Murray,
7,
Rt.
Green,
you: Keep working toward your
taking a lunch, keep cold foods
Eitnse-M. Sykes, 1606 Locust Eunice E. Morton, R.R. 1,
2Price
1
Wood
Beads/
cold and hot• foods hot, she
of
Selection
obaectives. There is always a
warns Freezing food and putDr . Murray,Starkie C. Colson Hazel, Ms. Vair E. Booth, 1562
way for the imaginative, opW;Id
Jewelart
just
ting it into the lunchbox
timistic worker. And you are
Sr , Rt. 1, ALmo, Daniel 0. Beckett Dr., Canterbury,
Off
before leaving home is one way
Raspberry
eiverr
that!
Toney,
W.
James
Murray,
Janes, 214 N. 13th., Murray,
to keep food safe. Vacuum conYee
SAGITTARIUS
Fur
Mrs.
Murray,
Z,41,
Box
1,
R.R.
1,
Rt.
Townsend,
Royce
or
hot
foods
keep
also
tainers
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Make
General
Higgins,
Unique
J.
Diane
Jordan,
cold,
Nlayfield, Merritt 0
Do not pay too much attention
Delivery, Hardin, Dale D.
IS
I I.
GT,ts
see
poem
a
note,
a
add
not
why
Spann, 805 Minerva, Murray,
Cherry,
415
_Sims.
Some persons may be "edgy"
M.
Annie
take
make
'to
Own
cartoon
or
puzzle
Donna J. Stevenson,
now, so don't take unseemly
along lunches excitTEIUSbe'SUg ,,-Murray, .Mrs.-.Clotille V. Mrs.
personally.
action
Croft
Wisehart, Rt, 1, Almo, • Mrs. H.R. 2, Calvert-City, Mrs. Ann
gests
CAPRICORN
E. Gilbert, 1109 Sycamore',
Save
Supplies
1
11
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
•
Murray, Mrs. Rosa 0.
You could launch a new
90's
MoJ.e
To
Clayton, H.R. 2, Box 327,
venture now if you have given it
753-0859
753-7701
Dixieland Shopping Center
Theo"
Paducah, Clyds McMullins,
careful thought. A good day for
thru Sat.
Mon.
10-5
Hours
110 Spruce St., Murray,James
promoting, advertising your
753-7598
wares; in general, to press on to
L. Gregory, 108 Broach Ave.,
better things.
Murray, Clyde F. Fox, R.R.,5,
AQUARIUS •
Mayfield. Early Y. Brandon.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Box 114 Hazel, Warden H.
Fine influences stimulate
1109 Sycamore,
Gilbert,
and
creativity
your ingenuity,
Murray. Cecil 1.. Knight, R.R.
careful,
personality. Be
however, not to go to extremes
1„Alino, Mrs. Clarice G.
• 1.
46.'7
in anything you undertake.
McDaniel, R.R..3, Murray.
PISCES
•••••:•:•:•:•:•:-...:•:•:;:•:;:•:•:•: By MRS.I% P. WILLIAMS •:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•>:•:•:•:::::
X
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
TURKEY-PEACOCK
More gains indicated than you
The turkey we enjoy not 0
anticipate. But there will be
I have had several people to
This a good time to gain
SOME obstacles. so. pick your ask if small shrubs and other information about. flowers or only at ,Thanksgiving but all
way alertly and cautiously - perennials will be damaged ta
any kind of gardening So year 'round was originally
but without anxiety.
the severe and continued cold many of the new catalogs are discovered by Cortez when he
encyclopedias conquered Mexico. Only he
weather. I am not sure
almost
r-.
YOU BORN TODAY are
in that they give though the bird was a
themselves,
delicate
endowell with a dynamic perSome of the more
Y _A
sainuch information about the peacock. Spaniards called.the
sonarry, unusual versatility
ones may be hurt, for cer
-a
and terrific ambition. You
taitay Sus are itat•tiectistm-r--A various pla,nts. They, tell you laird "take' the Indian Armai:d.•
attract and make friends with _to having the cold weather last whether to set certain hrubs for peacock.
Q
ock. Later in Spain.
people In all walks of life, but- over a period of weeks Belos in the Shade or sun, when they
Chestnut Street
Dixieland Center
Called it "tukki" and
I
U
soil they
prefer those with high ideals
zero temperature is hard on bloom. What kind of
finally _we know it today as
Those
convictions.
Arong
and
Bargains
Sizzling
like
they
Sale!
Wave
prefer.- wehther
Heat
plant's.
who arc Wishy-washy turn you
moist location, or dry .The
One Ware
esftletety. You- could do - The one help we may havels even
tell you how deep a hole
2Price
1
well-in the business world, but that the roots have been
Duorator Pillows . /
only in a managerial capacity. covered with snow, which has to dig.
All
So these: cold days, it is an
Your individuality is too strong
protected them. We will just
pastime just to
interesting
Price
the
to
2
1
/
Seats
orders
Toilet
to follow
have to wait until spring to
browse through a catalog The
others. In the
or
satisfaction
brown.
If
stay
see.
any
shrubs
All Shower
we will be Try cooking sweet potatoes
creative world, however, you
we may have to cut off the tops main value is that
1 2 Price
/
Curtains
time. tempura style in a light
planting
for
could make an outstanding
preparing
of some of them or prune
name for yourself for here that
for it will surely come Let's batter, quickly fried in hot
/
the
1 2 Price
All Candles
for
hope
Let's
severely.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentu -we,.york very peanut oil
same individuality becomes an
be ready for it.
asset. Many dramatists, artists, best.
hard to hold down our ovin administrative costs As
2-Price
1
/
All Table Cloths
Meanwhile, we can turn out .,•.•••••••vdoodywoodol••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.doords•••••••••••do.o
tragedians.and classical writers
recTult•of our..effOrts, year in and yenr out we assur.
•
(- •
ATIDesigrfel Sheets: tetuctdhave been Aquarlins.liiiiiidate attention" to the-"ciirehigh return of dues income to our members in the for rie
of: Somerset Maugham, Brit. Christmas gift plants. Some of
4 0 0/0
.
of health care benefits
author.
them are still blooming and
One Table Accessories Reduced
And because we work hard to keep our own costs 10-4
will continue for several
we dont hesitate to as it of others We work witti'doctors
Come Get the HOT Bargains
Weeks. .The Poinsettias arid
and-hrOSintat to ;armorial thefaCtOrs‘that attect-the crYst-crt- Amaryllis and Azaleas
'
health care and to help find ways to keep them contained
just. as pretty as they clici on
,
y
day. They have
Christmas
Price
You can help, too, by using health care services
MAYFIELD PATIENT
been such a pleasure •to
unless your doctor
to
hospital
the
admission
P.S. Sale continues throughfor
ask
t
Don
of
Tracy Fay Gallirnore
anyone who was lucky enough
Mon.. Ian. tist.'
says it s medically necessary Perhaps you can get the
dismissed to
was
Murray
'Reg. Si.00) 51 30
We will he closed on Sundae
have one or more ef them.
treatment you need on an outpatient basis If you VP
Cornfrom
the
11
January
until the energy crisis is over.
admitted, don t stay any longer than necessary.
an
enjoyed
I
have
especially
unity Hospital, Mayfield
(Reg. 56.50)$400
Amaryllis that is a bright
If we all work together we can help prevent unnecessary
scarlet.`1 was delighted to see
in the cost of health cat.
increases
10% on
the big stem put up at the side
of the foliage and then a
5150,000 Major Medical coverage now being offered
Complete and mail coupon today to see if you are eligible
second stem came out on'the
other side of the plant Now I
have six huge blossoms that
Perfpet Fur Si hi
have been a joy to beholcL
As long as they are in bloon.,
give them sufficient moisture.
Then as the flowers fade, slow
• Pep VI,.
vt •••.1
d
l4a.
a•
.. • •dari
d
dOWn on the stater, giving just
enough to, keep the soil trot')
Dixieland
rdrying out. Don't cut any of
.••-•1 .•• • v 'MO •
.TO.•O•
Silve‘r Ch'i\to • Gloss Pottery \Copptir • Brass Candles Tin Cord;
the foliage of , the \ Amaryllis
Volcker
Pewter
Ml.1ID1537
..tode
•
Soaps
Jewelry,Pictures
YAW) - SculpfuriA
untint tUrns brown. intend to
•10 -edv.k-vor
• •••••••11(4•••••• 5
,
, ••• P
,
Center
A
Turgaoise
141,A,
I
as
keep
Carvings
well
mine going as
Plonterf Baskets Figurines •
tved of •
rr. •••••0dO•••
-,
,
753-46*
k can, then plant it outside in the
i.dri•ny oro•••••••1
' , Ftee (;tft
, ro.
••••100d
spring. It wit 'blodin the
,-,151daftwo•Ilo •rodar
Wrkapping
Vt./ a.4...5 upolo
••-,,••••'
following spring and although
I ..•••••••og •••• odd...bye* go.,,
I.
it
it. won't be quite as large,
5,o0odO
110.
1--'50000 men.
•
,will be lovely
.10 a.m.-5 p.m.-Z53-3111
121 Bypass - kiurrar K.
'Pt r,easo See VOur riff." Owes,. Ape-,

Plan Ahead
When Packing
Lunchboxes

III HOSPITAL NEWS

Heat Wave Sate-

-

Red Hot Specials At •
The Wild Raspberry & Jewelart
4-F Sale

10Off
(
300

HEAT WAVE!!

Craft Fur

Macrame Supplies20%

50%

Bags 81 Jewelry

fiu Zone

OW/1

the

arden Path.

If we didn't
hold down
ur own costs
we Could
r
dly ask
others to hold
down theirs.

V41-he green door •

Heat Wave
Sale

SALE
Up To

50%

Store Wide
January
Pre-Inventory
Off

Poster Art
Paint Sets
Hand Puppets
All Games

1

1/2

(dentine Cards

A

TOYS FOR EVERYONE
ShoppiNg

.01Ait *peritil MCcastati,

•

3

5,

•

•

The Murray Ledger & Times
n Published By
Milli-BAN' N&SPARERS
. .

Waller I,. Appersbn, pu *Sher
.‘

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

ortalsand opinionated articles on tills page are presented for
purpaar al Kral/hay a forum toe the free eat hanite ut differing:
lor000s Jotters to the editor in response to editorial, and
•
,pulionatrd articles are encourayed
vditurs of this newspaper stronails behest. that to limit
...ouaorlited articles to mu) Motor which parrallel the editorial
of this newspaper *mkt be clisservi e to Olaf MOT's.
donut agree oith an editorial'demi or
r urge readers
Ir., ideas.presented bb an indisidiial sinter no colimp-n. to resport
• th their feelings on(hr pang, ular uusiw bone ihsc&Prd

who

OPINION PAGE
Page4— Monday Afternoon, January,24 1977

1.•••••.,

,
-4

C-arter'CallsT or
Hall To Nuclears

Senstng The Neiv' s
- By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
•

Executive Vice PresidEnt

United States Industrial Council: •

The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE AfcCUTCILEOAr --

WASHINGTON tAP)
president _ Soviets-was-matched- by- an expressioa
Carter is calling for a halt to nuclear
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
of confidence that a Middle East peace
TRANSPORTATION'POLL=
TODAY'S TOPIC:
HARRIGAN
testing..."instantly aod completely," as
conference is "very likely this year."
There's abundant evidence of this
One of the truly progressive
part of a broader program to curb the
Asked , if he would approve - developments in the last few years has abroad where transportation systems
4pread-- of nuclear weapons and
Palestinian representation at such a
seents-ii)ie-every--time we think but when members pack up to leave
been a widening realization that ex-- are under government control. The rail
ultimately ban them from the earth.
meeting, the President said the matter - cessive•• regulation is the root trouble - system in Germany- and Japan, for
we're going to get a break in the Washington, they'll be starting a
In his first interview as President,
has not been decided but that
weather and some of the snow and ice "district work Period."
with the transportation industry, instance, are woefully uneconomic.
ciniducted Sunday for publication
Palestinian participation "would
That's progress - and it might ev
They run up huge deficits at the ex- " begins • to melt, mother nature lays
Enlightened students of transportation
today, Carter aclulowledgedlhat he did !prdbably be as part of one of the Arab 'systems recognize the deregulation is
remind congressmen that they n
another blanket down. ,
pense of the taxpayers. ,
not know whether .the -Soviet Union
_delegations."
Pn CILLser_
...Tbis_makes .the.third weekend in a
;he trucking lines, railroads,
the way kirninv. eryices and reducc
-se
•--would agree to his prbposalfor a quick
row that we've had some kind of their districts. But if communication is
airlines, and Other components of the
costs.
halt that would stop even underground . In a relaxed mood, Carter spokesnowfall, or as our four-year-old puts it: • a problem, there's something to be said
Unfortunately, the Secretary of taxpaying transportation industry ire
softly, discussing these other topics,
testing. But, heosaid, "They have sent
"Mother Goose is shaking her feather- for Congress using the same language
Traosportatitin-designate, U.S. Rep. far better able to plan services than any
.
— rangtng from personnel problems to a
an encouraging message- back."
the rest of us do-. Like referring to
.
bed again"
Brock Adams, is committed fe, ex- colleetion of bureaucrats and "exself-confessed
awe
at
findtng
himself
The fledgling President, meeting in
We don't care if it's snow or feathers, holidays. vacations- or recesses-in
panding government involvement in
perts" assembled by the federal Dept.
living in the home olpresidential gian‘s -thetcansportationindustry.
his Ovalptarc . with four reporters for
of Transportation Mord-federal-in- -_ we'd like-6 geelt-faasYnrfor awhileEnglish'
'
The Associated Press and United Press . of history:
- -Congressman Adams- has said.that-- terference in_tersportation _and more
,
- "I feel quite at ease about the
7 7 International-, also expressed optimism
A tall, thin fellow checked into a hotel0+0 the federal gpvernment .should be the regulation means higher costs and
percentage of blacks" -named to high
that there will be "fairly rapid
Never let it be said that meiebers of in Dijon, France, where several fires
"banker of last retort" to aid all lowered efficiency.
administration posts, he said, but
_ ratification" of a new strategie arms
Congress aren't sensitive,to _criticism had occurred, and registered for a
transportation,companies in need of
The • Secretary. of Transportation,
declared, "I Wish that we could get
Limitation treaty with the Soviets.
•
from the Mika back home. In the spirit room. He was given one on the top floor.
capital to maintain facilities. Indeed, contrary to Rep. Adams's view, should
more women, in particular, in the top
And he said his National Security
The desk clerk noticed that among his
of reform, congressmen have decided
he wal. tfte chief architect of the concentrate on reducing federal
levels of government.
Council is in agreement on the need to
do something about those frequent belongings was a coil of roper and
to
the
ConRail system, financial involvement in transportation
legislative plan for
- He expressed no surprise at the
reduce overseas sales of Americanwhich took over bankrupt lines in the and in eliminating as much regulation - and sometimes extended recesses that asked whatit was for.
reaction both for.and against his
made weapons, but that he does riot
"That's_ a fire escape," the guest
give voters the impression they don't
Northeast. ConRail already is costing as is eonsistint with safety. Rep.
blanket pardon Friday of Vietnam - era
_ _anticipate "a moratorium" on such
explained. "I carry one with me so I
spend enough time on the job.
the taxpayers huge sums. In years to Adams should devote his time to getting
draft evaders who were not guilty of
0,sales.The House of Representatives is can .let myself down' to the street
come, it almost certainly will continue government out of wasteful tranviolent acts. Carter said: "It is
E On strategic arms talks, Carter
simply abolishing recesses. Its new without troubling anyone."
to be an oppressive burden on the sportation projects such as the enorsomething that should have been done.
,C hinted that he might be willing to
The desk clerk studied it for a minute.
calendar divides the year into
taxpayers. When government signals mously expensive Tennessee-Tombigee
I was very grateful to be the one to do
"That's a very good device," he said.
.< bypass for later consideration a longthat it will be the "banker of last gaterway Project, which will cost tha. "Washington work periods" and
it standing -East-West- debate over how to
"district work periods." Of course', the "However, guest With their own fire
resort," that message is interpreted as taxpayers more than $1.5 billion and
- "Within-the-next week or two," hv
House will still recess as often as ever, _escape have topay-in advance."
an indication that it is willing to be a
which, if completed; would-bettie-most
said,"I will make my first report to the
Soviet backfire bomber in any new
banker of first resort.
expensive navigation project in the
American people on what we have
strategic. arms pact. He declared: "I
No sooner does one ,form of tran- nation's history.
5 would not
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. _those
. ....two
_ items
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.. _ in_
. , already achieved and the time schedule
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c Asserting that he "very deeply"
dout. TWA, the major air carrier, for sidization of a transportation system
Ma
" t, meant what he said in his inaugural - stimulus". plan, which could cost as
example, has requested a federal which competes for traffic with tax;address about ultimately eliminating- much as $30 billion over two years, and
subsidy. If Rep. Adams is cdnfirmed by paying railroads •
/
,•
all nuclear weapons •. everywhere, - .rindicated there could be room for some
the Senate, as expected, the taxpayers . Each and every 'transportation:
giVe"-allet-take with Congress, parCarter, in his most detailed national
can be sure that many transportation system in the country should Pay its
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ticularly if economic circumstances
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Transportation. ,. .
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Transportation services, like ther creased, as they would be if planning
program Carter favors, but the
1975.
with the firm of former Gov. Bert T.
:Soviet Union would go a step further
services to the people and the economy, _ for the Tennessee-Tombigee Waterway
President, contended, .'"rvest if subCarroll moved up from
utenant - Combs. He recently became-min-7: and actually reduce their own stockare best provided by operations of the Project isn't restrained.
governor i
o take over
e
-missi
if Commerce andis expected
piles of atomic weapons- which would, stantial amounts of additional money
free market. What ConRail (Mr.
In recent years, the public has heard
were appropriated for those programs,
for Wendell Ford who was elected to the
to be sup
ed by Gov. Julian Carroll
;he said, "demonstrate to the world we
Adams' baby) does is lock a part of the a great deal about cost overruns in
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as the De • rat nominee for governor '
United States Senate.
!are sincere." ,
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.
s - From that point he would seek
adalubsidizedrall system-tharrhainot - Congress and the 'Executive Branch
rter disclosed that at his first
and Cabinet Secretary
Commissioner
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Ricks
recently
,:- "reductions including aRnations, even
resigned
as
be the hest system for the people and
determine to do something drastic
alter Ford left office. He was sucCeeded . commissioner of Public Sifety to
;those who have a relatively small in- National Security Council meeting
businesses in the area, let alone the
about cost overruns in transportation
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Saturday, members were unanimous in
William Scent
return to the law enforcement faculty
ventory flow." .
•
nation's taxpayers. Government
systems - everything -.fromPs
embracing."the necessity for reducing
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was succeeded as finance' cornmoved from the DWartinerit of J.1)stke.
favor
systems that are dictated by conp'ensive Tennessee-Tombigee Waterdeliver weapons to other countries.
missioner by Russell McClure. '
:,eliminating the testing of all nuclear
There have been other moves. In
siderations of politics, not economics
way.
"I have asked," he said, "that all
many of these cases the individuals can
Jackson White was brought down_
::. devices, instantly and completelyf,He
approvals of arm sales, for a change,
''''''-'-As\--'from the Legislative Research Cornsaid this included underground testing
make more in private business than
be submitted to me-ell-redly before the
mission to the governor's office as
"as well.
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And,
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the
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said,
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United
_ ...
The President said Vice President
recently resigned this post to return to
all of these are gone now and the
;States will use "every means available
Walter F. Mondale, who is on a globe:ss,.. .:•:•:-.....::-......... ............•:::............................ private law practice and was recently - present appointments are considered to keep nuclear arms from
:to u
;•
circling trip this week, will be asking
tspreading to countries that do not have
appointed by the governor to the
as permanent as possible in appointive
American History test given by the
allies who are heavy arms exporters to
;:them no.
Council on Higher Education, a nonpositions in state government.
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
.• Carter's apparent optimism about loin the United States in curbing the
Daughters of the American Revolution:" . paying position.
arms traffic.
::. prospects for negotiations with the
White was succeeded by James Gray
Vernon Hale,.manager of National
About three inches of rain fell in
:who had served as Secretary of
Stokes, Inc., here has announced he will
Calloway County in the 24 hour period
Transportation . and Highway Comretire after being in the merchandising
which ended at six o'clock last night,
missioner. Gray had succeeded Billy
business here for .fifty-three years.
according to Prof. B. J. Tillman.
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"GET THE BABY OUT OF THERE!" —November 2,
1955,a lovely day in the suburbs.
Not a cloud in the sky, and everybody on Barbara
Drive in East Meadow, long Island, s sayoringbe
leftition sun.
#f:.'
Henry Hartmann'
. is out for a ddve. Leon Johnson is
playing golf. Ted Kelly is rakinghis lawn. And Micahel
-Attack, who is eight, is playing in the street in front of
the house nest door.
•
The house is empty. Paul Koroluck, who lives there:
is at work. His wife, Susan, and their daughter, who
is
five and whose name is Susan, too, are a few blocks
away, returning from a stroll. They hear an airplane
overhead. Routine. Mithcel Air force Base is a Mile and
a half away.
In the.cockpit of the plane, Capt. Clayton S. Elwood,
veteran of World War II and Korea, senses trouble. He
mid Staff Sgt. Charles Slater are returning to:Mitchell
Field from a -routine training flight, and something is
wrong with the two propellers on their,, B-26. They
fight the controls but they lose altitude. Elw\pod radios
Mitchel Field. They ,clear Meadowbrook Hospital by
:only 500feet.Then the plane spins.- Ted Kelly hears a -God-awful roar." He loots bp from
his yard. Slowly, flatly, like a sick gyro, the B-26 is furfling...fallingKelly drops his rake, dashes into his house, grabs his
four-year-old son and sees his wife runningacross the
lawn with their year-old daughter.
--Get the tufty'-OUT-611therer-he 'Tctearh373Tilt
-oth
parents race down the sidewalk, carrying their
children.
The B-26 pancakes-- into Paul Koroluck's • front
sarct.left wing on Barbara Drive._right wing against the
house...one engine at the doorstep-the other at the

Fiery magnesium flies like shrapnel Chunks hit Kelly's
parked car;igniting it.
Flames aackle,along the Korolucks'roeof. Henry Hartmanp, safety director of the NassauCounty chapter of
the American Red Cross, brakes his car to atop. He
runs inside the Korolucks'Cape Cod dwelling. Empty.
He -nuns, "scared silly," expecting the plane in the
vard:M
- t-expIOde. He gags- On"the acrid smoke'and'
ntakes his way back to the street
Muriel Black remembers her son, Michael, playing
outside the Korolucks'. Her first impulse is to grab the
telephone, but she realizes there is po time. She picks
up her baby and runs down Barbara'Drive. Somehow,
Michael-is safe.
Leon Iohnson, lieutenant general in charge of the
.Continental Air Corninando interrupts his game at Mitchell Field Golf Club-. Soon, he, too, is rushing-dowft--Barbara Drive.
Then he stops,astonished
-I don't know how it got in," he mutters, eyeing the
burning plane._the.houses 20 feet apart and 25 feet
from the street_the telephone poles and utility lines
over the sidewalk. Only one wire is broken.
Miraculously, only the two rnerein the plane ere
_dead
As firemen carry thebodies from the wreckage, Paul
Koroluck returns from work, not knowing the house is
empty. Neighbors drag him away from his burning
home..
•
. •
His two Susans, still a few blocks away when the
-plane-struek-,-are-safe-at a Peighbties. - -- - George Mattson is flying over tong Island in a New York Daily

dmessas .

News plane when he sees the puff of smoke in the distance. -lets
take a look:lie tells the plot. As they approach llarbara Drive. Mattson sees the 1-26. broken and smoking,on the ground. His plot circles for 10 minutes while Mattson makes pictures before firemen
have time to turn their hoses on the wretii4ge. Pulitzer Prize Winner, 1456. •
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ee o newspaper coupons is
about 41-6.14.•nitit. atlllllint for 32 weeks is
' $839.28:
And remember other specials without
coupons represent a great sassing's. Subscribe
to. . . '
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west kentucky livestock and
exposition center college farm road
advance general admission: $3 / advance stiiderit
admission: $2 / all tickets at the door on day of show: $4

tickets may.be purchisild at the west.kentucky liveitock and
exposition center, college farm road, Roses Dept:Store and
Stokesimpliment co.
•
for additional ticket information, write or call. _west kentuCks; liveitock and exposition center,
murray state uniyersey, murray,-kentucky 42071: phone (502) 753-8890.
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Racers Stun Middloi Tennessee 7.1-70

Miracles Still Can
Happen Can't They?
say. I'm sorry but if you've
"I was really'cOncentrating began to gain the mOmentum.
there," RAndall said.
_. B,
. MIKE BRANpON.
onerstalenirom.you
ever-had
Woolard
who
hit
for
,27
\,
Joyner
shooting
,"
goints
,
Ledger & Times Sports
"Grcyner had -a halal on-it ---InY
that, you'd understand
l,jn
like
including
the
second
half,
said.
The face of John Randall and I think I had two hands on
to hit those hit •10 consecutive field goals how I feel."
was determined. His eyes 4. All i know was that-it was "I ready wanted
Of course as Racer assistant
game may'-‘at one point in the game for a
I:think
this
shots.
basket,
were fixed onIewis Mack who going back in the
coaCh Jim Calvin said after
point
in
new
Middle
Tennessee
record
turning
well
be
.the.
was at the free throw line. whether Grover put it in or
In tact, Middle hit nearly 60' the game: "We haven't
Murray State basketball,"
- Mack's Middle Tennessee whether I put it in."
per
cent 01 their field goal exactly been treated well
Wollard
added_
Randall- got credit for the
teammates were ahead 70-64
_ when we play at Middle."
Murray
attempts
but still lost.
game,.
Early
in
the
,and Mack was at the line with ,•-basket.
The simple-fact is the genie
eightBlue
Raider
coach
Jimmy
.
an
out
to
pulled
had
seconds left in the game --Middle tried to call a
not stolen. Middle blew it.
Was
Earle
was
quite
upset
with
the
before
at
27-19
point
lead
with a chance to put his team timeout. But thether they
-loss and did not take any They blew their cool, they
carry
s
tormed
back
to
Middleof
were
out
or
net,
tfiey
knew it
up by eight points.
into the 'dressing. blame himself, though in the walked, they simply' blew up
Randall stared. It was as if timeouts. and had no other a 37-36 lead
final minate, his'eliih clearly under pressure. And again, if
at intermission.
he had some kind of power in choice but to watch the last room
passed up a layup that.would - anyone. would- like_to -dispute_
second
_half,
the
Then-in
his stare,a poirer that pushed three -Seconds tick away,
behind the phenomonal have stretched the lead to that, the game films may be
not
they
could
.simply
because
into
his
and
ballUff_therim
the
seen. N\
auphollent eight pointshands. And-when the ball fell find an open man-to throw the- shmitingAnother`big key in the game
Middle
"I
don't
have
a
damn
thing
Joyner,
Greg
forward
ball to.
off, Randall-was fouled. •
for the Racers was the
And so began the saga of "Everybody tipped that ball
awesome play of 6-11 junior
greatest in-," said Zach Blasingame.
the
perhaps
center Danny Jarrett.
comeback in the history of "Everybody on the team
Jarrett wasdominating. He
place
in
this
Murray State basketball. And and every fan
swept
the boards, shut Middle
as all of you know by flour, the helped tip -that ball in.
off inside and scored 13 points
in,"
he
Everybody
tipped
it
managed
to
somehow
Racers
in an awesome effort.
escape with a 71-70 win and screamed in the dressing
-I've heard Doug Dickey
THE MAN-Big Donny Jarrett(S5) was a dominating force for Mummy Saturday. He soars high
move into a four-way tie for room where a mob of fans
games
like
that
to
win
say
over
flat-footed Bob Martin (52)for two of his 13 points while Mike Muff of the Racers and Greg
were congratulating the
the league lead.
Mt's,-yiivivero- have a kid
Joyner of Middle watch the action: Jarrett was able to shut off Middle inside but the Blue
After Randall was fouled players who were all huffing
u'itlririte'r-quality who can rise
Raiders stayed in the game with terrific outside shooting.
With 36 seconds, he stepped to and puffing M a state of joyous
above
the coaching and the
(SW/ Motes by Mike Ilraniktn)
the line. He hit his first free delirium.
game and take charge. We
But, perhaps, the coolest
throw and it was a five-point
had five kids who did that
person-in-the room-wasLenny
lead- for Middle:tonight
in the-finat-minnte,"
His second -free throw Barber, the little freshman
Overton said. •
who
inbounds
-p
stole
the
bounced off but ironhorge
•'I don't believe the was a
forward Mike Muff grabbed and hit the bucket to make it
person in the'hhiCs who felt
70-69.
put
up
a
short
the rebound and
we had a chance to win the
the
play
saw
• lefthanded jumper. He missed "I
_game. We just dichil give
develppirC."7-Barber-said u
.You'ye heard that-a million
-riene-Titaitiiiv. Michigan State 76-70, and No.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
the free throw line, tipped in his steal that turned the game
times*_ from coaches and
"It was my biggest win 20 Syracuse outscored Pitt 96AP Sports Writer.the shot and Middle led 70-67. around. - •
sportswriters but that's what
•
As a student of basketball, since I've been at UCLA," he 74.
On the inbounds pass play, :"I read the play. My mind
happened.
Marques Johnson scored 23
Digger Phelps enjoys the said after Sunday's triumph.
Middle found itself trapped. wasn't on the clock or
"As far as the OVC was
Notre Dame-UCLA basketball "The momentum just shifted mints- and led•a second-half
The pass"went off to the left anything 'except getting the
concerned,
this was a big win. series.
ot--less
to us at the right time," said surge that carried UCLA over
.
•
--011Pher---and- freshman- guard -ball.--1,-waS- more
f Middle would have won this •
Notre Dame. The Irish,
But as'a coach, he Certainly Bartow.
Lenny Barber popped out of hypnotized," Barber grinned.
one; they would have had did
"Notre Dame had the trailing by 12 points midway
not enjoy it Sunday.
f. nowhere to pick off the pass Randall, who was being
three wins on the road and this,
The 10th-ranked Bruin, momentum, theriswe had it, through the second half,
and hit a layup and suddenly it interviewed by a flock of
thing might have been all over
'beaten earlier bribe season at kept it,in the second half for a rallied behind Duck Williams
was, 70-69 and the better.part reporters,,hadjust nine points
with already," Overton added. Los Angeles by Phelps' Notre while, and it changed again." and held a three-point lead
of some 7,200 people who had in the game.Five of those nine
"The big thing for us now is Dame team, made a
In college basketball games with two minutes left before
crammed the Sports Arena came in the final 36 seconds.
to
use this momentum against
give
"I
was
never
taught
to
comeback in South Bend, Ind. Saturday, second-ranked two straight baskets by the 6were going absolutely insane.
_Western Kentucky and Austin
v -Mitild cothe
with a-typieally-frenzied 70-65 Cincinnati suffered a /8-75 -foot-7 Johnson put the Bruins
_onry--22-secronds reft, up, I knew---7E
Peay," Overton added.
upset by Tulane, No. 3 ahead to stay.
victory.
Middle called for a timeout. back and win. When we were
The Racers,now 12-4 overall
The nationall televised- Alabama was beaten 102-93 by
A thr' - ''it sla by Jim
On the inbounds pass play, down by six points, I was
triumph gave UCLA a split for -No. 14 Tennessee; 0.4 North Spillane and two free throws
Lewis Mack was trapped and keeping track on my,fingers
while
Middle,
tonight
Western
the fourth straight year in the Carolina- defeated No. 13 by Roy Hamilton in the closing
CLEARLY walked, no matter and I knew just what we had to
124overall and also 4-1 in the
-Maryland -7148; No. *--5 seconds clinched the victory
annual two-game series.
what you might -have read do to win the game," he said.:
league, will Play at home
• - eliewhere. And if you don't It was hard to spy who was
"This..game typifies the Michigan stopped Illinois 66- for- the Paeific-8 Conference
tonight in a battle for the lead series
that we've had with ,61; No. 6 Kentucky blasted team.
- -believe_he clearly walked, you the happiest person.
.
against Austin Peiy.
UCLA," said a disappointed 1SU 87-72; No. 7 Nevada-Las
are invited to look at the game Everybody had a right to be.
Mike Muff scared 23 points
but appreciative Phelps, _Vegas defeated Pepperdine
••• film sotnetime this week.
-Middle Turn.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
When Mack walked, it Was in a brilliant effort, pumping
•
"UCLA
is a class team with 85-80; No. 8_ . Marquette
fg-fga ft-fta.. rb pf tp
TIP TRY -Mike Muff goes up over Greg Joyner (55) who hod
walloped Xavier of Ohio 86-43,
all over. Murray State had in 19 at intermission. Grover
class
people."
Subscribers who have Not
Javier
12-18
3
:
5
5
2
27
moved under for position. Muff had got the rebound of a
Coleman
2-4
2-2 6 2 6
The lustrous intersectional and No. 9 Wake Forest edged
_gone_too far lo_losa._ The Woolard, who hadn't even
received their bowie-delivered
59
3-4 6 4 13
missed free throw by John Randall. Muff missed the shot and - Martin
rivalry has been going tin for North -Carolina-Charlotte..74- _
determination was written practiced all week because of
Brown
7-9
041 2 0 14
copy of The Murray ledger S.
Randall (barely in sight behind Joyner) moved in and tipped the
Mack 1-6
0-4 4 4 • 8
-over the face of every Racer the flu, hit niLe of 12 shots
some time, but has really 72.
Times by 5:30 p. m. Monday041 0 2 0
0-0
Dennison
hall in to make it a three-point Middle Tennessee lead. Seconds
Also, Ilth-ranke4 Minnesota
player, the ones on the floor from the long range and added
come into prominence in the
Laravie
.1-1. 0-0 0 0 2
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. on Saturlater, Lenny Barber stole on inbounds pass and scored and af26-47
M 14 70
Totals
18 points. Everybody who
1976s, with the arrangement of beat Wisconsin 82-64; 12thand the ones on the bench.
days are urged to call 753-1916
ter a Middle walking violation, Randall tipped in a missei shot
Murray Stet*
There was just nothing else played did something that was
the home-and home series. rated Louisville routed St.
between 5:30 p. m. end 6 p. m.,
pi
fg-fga
ft-fta
rb
tp
with four seconds left to give the Racers the win.
a key at one time or another.
to do but to win.
The exciting recent games I ouis 74-55; No. 15 PrOvidence
Muff
10-73 3-4 9 4 23
Monday-friday, or 3:30 p. rn
Blasingame
1-5 0-0 3 1 2
The Racers took the ball and
have included Notre Dame's trounced Boston University
4-5 59 7 3 13
and 4 p. rn. Saturdays, tu insure
Jarrett
worked the clock down to eight
71-70 VictorST-three years ago 83-68; No. 16 Arizona stopped
2-12 0-0 1 - 5- 1
Warren
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
1-2 09 0 1 2
Barber
seconds. Muff put up a jump
that
ended the Bruins' record Brigham Young 113-85; No. 17
Woolard
.
.9-12 09 y 1 18
must be placed by 6 p. m. weekArkansas wallopqd Texas 86shot. .
0-1 0-0 2 1 0 88-game winning streak.
Wilson
days or 4 p m. Saturdays to
Randall
4-6 1-2 6 4 9
- "I saw Greg Joyner (the
The significance-saf the 58; No. 18 Memphis *State
Totals
3146 5-13 25 12 7.1_,
guarantee delivery.
man guarding Muff) slip and
NotreDame garne is mirrored turned back Brandeis 97-87;
37 33-70
bfiddle
Murray
36 35-71
then I saw my man go out and
in the thoughts of UCLA Coach No. 19 Purdue whipped
help pick Muff up. The next
thing I knew, the • shot was
coming-off the front of the rim
and me and Grover were right

Bruins Hand Notre Dame Loss
In South Bend To Even Series
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Settle-Workman, Co.

FINAL CLEARANCE
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. Tom Watson scored a one-shot .
victory over Tony Jacklin and
won the $40,000 first _prin_
the Bing Crosby,hlatianal ProAm Golf Tournament.

All Ladies
One Group
1/2 Price
/
1
2Price
Sweaters
Ladies Blouses
Ladies
Gt1:, Coats
Polyester Slacks
All Ladies
Price
/
1
2
Purses
i
/
1
2Price thruinla4nytea„ .
1 2 Price
All Ladies Ladies Robes One Table Ladies Reg- &
Winter Coats
PreMashed Jeans/
1
2 price
/
1
2Price
/
1
2Price
,
1/
. 2 Price Men's Leisure Shirts /
1 2 Price
Lad iO
esne& GCraprens Shoes

TENNIS
----BOCA RATON, Fla. Borg
Bjorn
Sweden's
squandered three - match
points in the second set, then
came back and beat Jimmy
Connors-64,54,64-in winning_
the $100,00 top prize in .the,
Grand Slariit of Tennis tour- •
nament.
HOUSTON _
Top-seeded
Martina Navratilova defeated
Sue Barker of England 7,7-5
for her second straight title in
the $100,000 Houston'Women's
Pro Tennis Tournament.

Men's

Leisure Suits 1/2 Price

All-Men's Jacket
I
AAll
Coats

/
1 2 Price

•11

'
1

1 -Stop
m Ft) Service
tilsym.. ij For Your
.
I'

- Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business
Ronnie Ross
210E. Main
Phone 753,-0489

Men's Polyester Waist Sizes 28 thru 52

Men's Sweaters /
1
2 Price
Dress Pti1/2 Price
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's
Sport Coats Dress Shirts Sport Hats
Dress Suits
/
11 2 Price
/
1
2Price
/
1
2Price
/
1
2Price
• lora,

%bp_
Apoilmindoommoommt SNAKE SIZZLES-Grover "Snake" Woolard, though he hod missed practice all lost week, was
sit:ling Saturday. Heil bellies up two Of his 18 points. Woolard hit nine of 12 shots from the
long range. Battling for position ore Mike Muff of the Racers along with Greg Joyner (55) of Middle while Julius Brown (20)defends against Woolard.

Settle-Workman,Co.
Sorry No Exchanges or Refunds On 'Sale Merchandise', All Sales Final

306 Main Street

Telephone 753-2447

IStafid Photos by Mike Brandon)
!"—f1I-1,91144
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Calloway Boys, Girls
Drop Contests To Lowes
By PETE WY,R0
off"; and the boards during in the game. Blue Devil Guard put Lowes *ahead 68-65 and a
Ledger & Tildes Sports Wilier the third period, running up a Tim . Reeves drew a foul on frantic shoeting.-spree-by -thelour Randy McCallon and con- Lakers in the dying seconds
The Calloway ,Courity High 47-23 scare Wil less than
School boys,' and girls' minutes left unofficially., in the nected oh two free throws to - saw the ball hit on the Tim
basketball teams invaded the ' period, and Laker coach give the lead-back to Lowes at twice but decline to go in
giving the Blue Revile.- their
_Lewes Blue . Devil's den - Marianne Davis drawing a the half, 35-34-.
Still without a clock, the twelfth victory for the season
Saturday night and wound up .technical foul for her protest
Lakers kicked off almost
The game's top scorers
being "be-deviled" both a over an official's call.
little bit and a lot as:the ,b2x,1,_ kijithi,ng..seemed lois, right timeless play the third period included Futrell for the
takers With '26- poinIS- for the
dropped a-cloie contest in the 'for the Lady
rs as the
ni*
,:rtct:ie h4ilff'
from
r-°Iii20
e night; and'Chip Edwards for
final minutes 68 to 65 and the period wound
, but there zweTolin:
- girls found-their hands full were sornegi zners- still left feet away to give the lakers Lowes with 17 points, Laker
7
- ----`!"-.7 keeping pace with the lady in the girls' play. Felicia- the lead again, then a steal Mike Wells in the double
PINNER FOR TWO - Felicia Pinner (10) of the taker girls puts
Blue Devils losing, to the Pinner hit her first of two free carntdasulalgyup by Fatrell in- figures with 15 and Devil Jeff
up two points from outside while fill Hart (34), Cindy Smith
the Laker lead 38-35. Jones the only other player in
Lowes gals 78.to 38.
throws, then followed up her
(30) and Amy Riley (25) watch. The Laker girls fell to 5 4 with
-i
But •'foul-play"
*the double !ally column, with
Lady Iaker coach Marianne second shot rebounding it
the loss to Lowes.
kehrt 16.
DavinvatChed her teaiti
.get when it bouriced off the hoop center Mike ,WellsbYbrlilig
Stet Photo by P•t• Apo)
In the girls' play. Lowes
off to a slow start against the and sank it back into the Mark (,oins to the line once
Blue Devil gals _ as Lowes. basket on a tip-up to make the 'P°'for the Blue Dcl ils and found Jill Hart and Tnm
controlled the initial jump-off "Akers' only three-point play hequickly cut the lead.to ,one Simmons both scoring 14
,
point
points while teammate Teresa
but couldn't hit-the hoop for'a of'the evening. -•
score, and' the _Laker_ ffey - ieuttheo,the Lowes girls got, For ward Jimmy_ Lamb Smith connected for 12 and
unable to' penetrate the
e range on the basket and iMcreased the Laker lead to lielanna topeland for 101 The.
.w ith
zone thrown up toy
started hitting --froin-:eutside- three with-ti-stattoth-20--footer-.,aker,ipats__._weutid
TO THE INSIDE-Gado Smith (30) of Lewes takes a screen
Long's gal-Devils.
. — the key almost at will and-with- -from' the top`et the key. but • Susie laths and-Felicia Pinner
from teammate Jill Hart(34) to move inside for two. Others in
Ohio Valley Cenference finds
By The Associated Press
The first score came with the end of the third period the then the shooting match -both running • up 12 points
the picture include Marilyn Mckenzie (21), Felicia Pinner (10),
d
foeuardlo
teakms
a first place
With
Murray.
State's
apiece.
almost half the first period Laker girls faced a 52 to 27 started with the Blue Devils
Susie Imes(11) and Tammy Simmons (20).
comeback win over Middle
Calloway
is
scheduled
to
gone after • Laker center deficit,
going
back
on
top
41
to
mid40
at. Cattialet:otilly -T-entiessesturclay, the _ The other- teams sharing
(St." Photo ky Pit"
` 4
Almost from the Start of the way-in the period- and-taker
Pinner fouled Blue
Devil Jill Hart, and Hart fourth period, the Blue Devils center Wells tying the score. Tuesday. The Laker boys are scramble for the lead in the first place inthe DO. standings -are Morehead and
dropped- both - free throws steadily increased their lead from the free thrd'w line at the now 10-7 on the year. The girls
Ausflh Peay.
now
5-4
will
play
at
Trigg
through the hoop to get the on fastbreaks, getting the ball unofficial four minute mark in
Morehead rolled over
County Thursday.
game-off ice
to guard Tammy Sininions the riod
Tennessee.
Tech 101-40, as
Then, with 3:30 left in the three times it; a row for
A fast break lay-ua by Mae
ilIf* Game
guardlierbie
,
Stamper scored
= - ea.,
first penixt, Laker -Rose Ross*--- successful lay-ups,- while. on - Devil guard Jeff Jorits-•
fg ft pf tp
career high 37 points and
a
Fresh.man
'Dave_
Warren
drew
a Blue Devil foul and hit the defensive boards the Blue .jumped the Lowes beys backi. aim.. ._
.- 3 `
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) ___ very effective, very sound and
shattered a nine-year-old forward Ted Hundley set. a
1 0. 1 8
for one free throw to put the Devils sealed off theinside to _ on top and the Blue Devils 14,f.''
Kentucky is getting tired of their passing game is almost
6 -a 4- ts - record-Saturday -for-the•onty - --Personnel- -rebounding -moth---Lakers
on
the
Lakers
who
were
unable
to
Scoreboard. the
plunked in five inure field Fovea_ ...
9 8 4 N
being Public Enemy No. 1 in identical to Indiana's with a
bright spot for Murray State with 21 rebounds.
3 2 a 8
Thirty .seconds later team- get the range to the basket•for goals to one.for the Lakers in MeCallon
the Southeastern Conference lot of baseline screens and the
Total:,
Tennessee Tech . had five
25 15 15 65
at the 11-team Illinois Ininskie.y.•_____ .. mate Susie_Imes hiLlot_the the ore, and in a wild ex- Ihe_elosula-iniautos--ol.por4o4tower- --- ----bake-Marl teee,lint COgEWYCke-Treat:POCI7Stligi
more--Tferd. goals Wu-PT
ar
vitifional
'neat
-Meet
fg,, ,„ pi tp
Lakers first field goal from change of rebounds in the final number three top)ahead 53 to
, Hill says he thinks the : Mississippi, after a
_ Morehead, but the home team
Reeves .
77-721
6 4 8
Champaign.
• the , key, but turnovers and seconds, the Lakers came up 43. •
Edhards
ii
situation Will ease very soon. loss to Vanderbilt on Saturconverted 43 of 52 free throws, _
title'
Illinois
won
the
team
4
0
4
8
But Calloway ('ounty was miner
'Earty . in the race, day, is 7-8 overall and 1-5 in fouls kept the Lady Lakers short once more as the buzzer
while Tech was -12 of 22 at the
tiouls
4 0 2 e
Kentucky
witliT49
points
While
working from .a hale and the ended their 73-38 losing effort. far from being "done-in", as
o r‘-is State was tied for second with foul lines.
,
everyone has the feeling they the SEC.
4
0
1
'
8
first
period
Lowes
ended with
..
the Lakers_pressured Lowes J"hnskin
Mississippi has beaten
....41,
94
--._a chance -to win _the,
.1 1 3.„,3_ Iliitatia State-, both-of whom -Attsiiii-Pear.-had an- easy-r
'
.i_ full court press,turitinw-----1--rma14
- .1royt -Game
. - - -•-•' ---- time with Western. Kentucky,
conference;" Hall said, The Kentucky in lexington only atleacr14-5. - . ..
- 1m 12-1
"'e - had 49 points.'
16
18 9 , 22 -65 second
Call.Pa)
the
the
baH
over
to
the
Lakers
period
all
While the Laker girls had
teams. are - all psyched up, once -37-17-and that was in "..In
-Other scores included winning its 11th game against
21 14 18 15 -68
especially against Kentucky. 1927.• The 50 game series Calloway found itself giving they could,iliaadle-anda.then' three times in a row for easy
Middle Tennessee 46, Nor- two losses 92-76 at Bowling
.up the ball, and forced outside some, Laker boys coach lay-ups by Futrell as just part A
"Our national ranking No.6 between the schools ha:s in,theast Missouri 41,-Cincinnati Green.
,
on its shooting when it got the Robert Sloane and his cagers- of his overall 26 points for the
---• .44,1. Gem
has really fired _up, our Qp_. eluded only three other Ole
The game was tied 12-12
331.2, Eastern Kentucky .28,.
eiaini.e--as
the
Lowes
gals
gave
1:•ays*
and
game.But
-theshoot-ootkept
---__
----,
-•
--_calleft
----'
h
,
_
Lowes
the
-a-e -iit.lre ponents and got them ready to mlas'vletnetes, one in the 'Rd
--eft . 26,
inereased their lead 23-11 wittf coach Jim Long a tough tune the court action-hot as the i:sugenzie
- - -?) o Pfo 411 •Narthwe4ern
al 24.42ar
Western 12-2 midway
throughplay. They come in firmly Southern Conference tourState 23, Lincoln-- IttwraY14 and wIIPP
_000
0
M
McKenzte
about four minutes left in the before winding up on the short Mile Devils pulled ahead 59-54 Imes
the first half. Western never
6 0. 4 12
with the idea that they are nament and the other by a
Louisville 6.
.
first half.
with less Map four minutes wuithester
0 1 3 1
""'''' end of the 68 to 65 score.
going to make their season total of four points. Warren, who just arrived in • came closer than eight points
4
Posner
1
4
12
_ For aanoment Calloway got
From the start of the game _ _rcmaining in the -ganje.
i
1 0 1 2
with a victory over Ken,
Murrayfrom England_ last after that.
Futrell and company kept K„,
0
'
3' 5 3
Forward Otis Howard
every on.track and looked like they it was evident the Lakers had
lucky," Hall said.
However, Hall fe
week,recorded a 2:12-for third
0 2_ 1 g
in the might cut the Lowes lead, with come to play and despite their the pressure on the Blue R Ckerbey
Redden
i o - o —2 place in the 1,000-yard run. scored 22 -points and Dennis
Louisiana State was another SEC' team this earl
1:45 left to play with guard relative inexperience were Devils down to the wire as he Wyatt
that failed when the Wildcats season because "most of them
4 I --The-old school mark of2,13.5 Pag_an, a reserve guard,
-0
12 11I _72 38
Totals '
Susie Imes connecting oh two ready to take the game to the .drew three fouls in the final
confidence
and
a
int
.. _ was. v.pt in 19AA by Rick_Conals.._ added_ 18_for Austin PP
-ay.
put
their
'_
tam.... .
-..
doww_the-Tigers
-87-72
have
,
18-footers outside the'key and Brue Devils' _boys.
tu o minutes and connected on •
"
Mike
Prince
-led
Western
with
"1P The
only
Saturday night. Mississippi is are coming off preconference
'
fg
ft
pf,
other
third-place
-3 4 4 10
Kim Willie laying up a turn- - Glen--Olive kicked off the :s free throws to bring the Copeland
finish for Murray was a bit of - 23 points.
the next to tr toni t at Ru • victories.
Rile)
round jumper against heavy ganle's malt irig with a takers to within one point
3 8 4 tt
in Saturday's other UV(
rena with a full house of "I anticipatelhat this thing
a surprise. Mitch Johnston
sunmuns
,000 expected for the game. could get a little easier," I-fall Lowes' traffic under the baseline shot front_about 18 with 15 seconds remaining.
Johnson-sank iwoJ
rocorded.a1a54.3 to take.third..--game.
small
-6.. aGlen
forward'
But Taker
Mathas
2
. 0'0 4
-free throws- with six seconds
Mississippi, Hall said,'Will said."With apme of the teams basket. But the half .ended "feet to kiVetheLakersthe'first
teammate
in
the
180
while
!Muth
be like .Kerituck,y_._ playing getting knocked off and seeing with Lowes in a comfortable bite of the contest. But the Olive was tapped for a foul on
2 o 2 • Martyn Brewer was fourth in left to clinch East Tennessee's
30-18 lead,
• X.1:•reVr)
o o
o
Blue Devils, protecting.an 11-2 Blue .Devil forward. Chip (
.
. 85-81 victory over Eastern
Indiana all over again.
their chances in- the race
29
15 24 73
Totals
Midway in the nett period season record came storming : Edwards who in turn conNot only is Coach- Bob diminish, we might not have
In other events, Brewer Kentucky at Richmond.
5 13 9, 11 n
the scoreboard clock went back with aggressive follow nected on two- free throws:to - 1-71;1witrY
ea'rlier
Weltlich, a former assistant to the hard-nosed type
-of effort."
-3 16 22 21-71 recorded a 4:11.3 for fifth i
awry
leaving both teams up on the offensive boards and
Indiana Coach-Bobby Knight,. Mike ;Phillips, who spearthe mile while -freshman Pat Eastern's Denny Fugate but several of his players were beaded a second-half free almost guessing at the time center Mark - Goins scored
Chimes was sixth in a fine missed the first of a bonusand-one situation that could
recruited from the state of throw splurge, led Kentucky remaining as it went kaput for twice on exchanges to give the
-indoor time of 4:11.4.
Blue Devils the dip.
Indiana.
- In the high jump,- Axel have-tied the scure.--' with 24 points and 19 rebounds themight
Any hope of narrowing the , Using a full court press at
"They're going to be a club against LSU. The junior from
Leitmayr went 6-8 for fifth
In tonight's games, Murray
score
and exerting themselves .. times,,and disguising a 2-3
that improves all year long," Manchester, Ohio hit seven of
while in the, shot put, Stan-- visits Western Kentucky',
Hall said of the Rebels.
10 field goal attempts and was in the game vanished for the zone,coach Sloane's boys kept
Simmons'throw of 50-6 earned Morehead , visits -East TenLaker girls as -once more pace with the Blue Devils
nessee, Eastern Kentucky
"They're style of play is 10-15 at the free throw line.
a sitth-place finish. • Lowes controlled the "tip- behind
spark-plug
the
The Racers will be at plays at Tennessee Tech'and
leadership of guard Tommy
Austin Peay visits Middle
Western Illinoii this Saturday
.
Futrell, and the accbratc
Tenhessee.
for a dual meet.
outside shooting, of fella%
guard Randy McCallon. And,
at the end of the first period
„One HOUR
the score was 21-17 in favor of
11,0
the
DRY
the
but'
Blue
Devils,
By Mike Brandon
Lakers were threatening.
cLeaneRs
Sport.kAittor • _
Without a time clock.
141 `
,
1
5..pf
IT,
n
Sloane watched Glen Obve
I.)4s A KO. k
score twice on 20 foot jumpers
outside the key to pull. the
Utters closer to. the Blue
•
Devils but Blue Devil Mark
little
bOdy
contact
otrthe
last
walking
call,
t.,_,._.: ',_ I.
_ It was 7 a. in. this. morning when John
. but it rarriff-after_tewtrglitirtudirtrestiy_..niesiseni the lead la'Blue
RandiliangWeied the7plione.. ---Devil hands with solid work on
drug his pivot foot pfeet.
- "Right,I'm up," he said.
•.
-:the offensive boards.
•
Middle should have won the game. When
John doesn't have an alarm clock that
Relying on the tune being
you
go
on
the
road
and
shoot
60
per
cent,
you
works'. Every Monday, Wednesday , and
relayed to him from the ofshould win. Middle blew it, not the officials.
Ladies' or Men's
Friday, he has.a history class that begins at
ficials' box, coach Sloane and
Middle will be tough to beat in Mur8 a. m.
.
the Lakers worked to get‘thefreesboro when the Racers play dtivm there
"I really love that history class. I listen to
last shot of the first half with
in Februa&y. But .donIt_think for a minute
OR
it
in
my
head,"
he
and
keep
all
of
everything
less than one minute left. -but
Murray can't win the game.
said.
_
Lowes fans started a countDo you think Middle will shoOt 60 per cent
Of course for those *you wpo read the
GET THE FIRST GARMET CLEANED
down- of their own confusing
feature 'story on John in.Thursday's paper, again?
the Lakers and Sloane was
Murray State wen Saturday, but the
AT REGULAR PRICE AND GET THE
you need no further explanation of why Jehn
forced into:calling a quick
far
Racers
were
from
being
outstanding.
It
head.
. keeps ttke information in his
time-out with less than 30
SECOND ONE CLEANED FOR 14.
was only an average performance.
But yes, believe it or not, at 8 a. m.on the
2/
sechnds left.
Tee.. NW lAkee
JAN 2b
Grover Woolard, though he was un• morning of.the Murray-Western game,John
The -Blue Devils could have
•
believable, had not practiced all week.
was in history class.
done without this extra "count"If nobody calls me, I try-tct wake myself - Netther4had-JohnEandall-nr-Skaater-Wilson,
down" as their 0-1
both of whom had knee injuries: up. Soinetimes I wake up as early as 6 a. hi.-forced the Lakers to go Outside
The key tonight?
but then I just go and eat breakfast and stay.
for the shot and although. it
NUMBER SIX -John Randall goes in to record his sixth stuff
If Western-will run, look out. You might
.
up and go on toeless," he said.
was good, putting the fakers
of
the season. look closely in the background at the reaction
well
see
an
89-88
shootout
or
even
a
higher
-John rooms witliMike Muff in White Hall.on top for only the second time
of the fans.
scoring game than that. Otherwise, the
For those of you who think tonight's game
inside defense of Murray will be the key.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brander.
at Western is going to be a breeze,forget it.
Out Of Hospital
Murray -must win. A loss would hurt
Western has improved 15 points in the last
week due to the addition _013.6-8 leaping . because the oddsare Saturday, Austin Peay
LOS ANGELES (AP)
will be favored at Clarksville. As Fred
forward Aaron Bryant. In his fillet OVC
UCLA
guard Ray Townsend.
,Overton has said, when you are in the
outing lest week against Eastern,-he scored
who was stniaten With a
•
running
for
a
championshipt_evar4
game
is
27 pointS.
stomach ailment. _Jail. 13
the,strin-Portahtone of thesealed. The HilltopPets will be-starting-IWO fresh!,
the•
during a basketball game
One thing that rnust be pointed out:
• men,two sophomores and a junior.' _
agaipst Stanford, was taken
-fans
were
super
Saturday
night.
Yes,-lwo weeka_ago, Murray State might. •
front a Berkeley, Calif.
They all desetve a pat en the back.
Youth & Ladies
have wen by 15, or 20 points, even in Diddle
• hospital tit, UCLA , Medical
And the ,ones- who left certainly can't be
Arena. But tonight, a one-point win would be
Center Sunday for further
tnItcized._ _Like Overton said, whe would „.
-eriongir„And irkftittitte'be
Warm — il
ls
Ough.',tit4W'--o-s---miler-hajtopmeltItbeitilit4125/1•40Ng--.7r
"Initial reports were that
it?
We can talk all week about SatiirdaY. So
•
-Townsend, 20,- had
can Jimmy Earle. But for those of you who
The fans helped the club. The packed
All Colors & Sizes 1
Off
ideated ulcer, but hospital
who
Earle,
said
the
game
might agree with
house, the cheers, the wildness in the final ;ha
utho
c
ro
f
t
w
ies
in
said
'Berkeley
was stolen, give Fred Overton a call
minute. The fans gave the scers the extra
t
d not be confirmed
sornetime this Week and watch the 'game . push ittlakfor tbe
•
4 'definitely without further
hint.„
„..
.
•
On behalf of the guys orithe team,thanks_ '
tests. Townsend was reported
There were nine times in the game hen . - And we'll need you tonight if you can get to '
eating better and feeling
Bowling Green . and' we'll neect- you even
Middle Tennessee walked but was not Ailed
better, so was transferred to
more Saturday at ClarksVille.
for it. Yes, it's on the film. Yes,there was a
•
the
school's medical facility
.
.
•
•
1,
•
,
8

Racers Now In Four-Way
le For -Conference Lead -

T

Old Miss Should Be Up
For Battle With 'Cats
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Dave Warren Gets
New Murray Record
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•
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Standing On.
The Firing Line
•

Western Much Tougher Than Folks Think

C SALE

RAINCOATS
CARCOATS TOPCOATS

44

Storewide Clearance Sale

Everything in the store is on sale. Values up to 50% Off

•

I

Warm-Ups

40%

Up To

Sale Ends Feb.5

3._

Off
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l
a
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HOW TO ASSEMBLE
YOUR OWN
GREENHOUSE

TVA Introduces Fertilizers
"We think this fertilizer has
excellent potential for soils
needing relatively large
amdunts of nitrogen and some
phosphate.," said Dr. Lewis B.
Nelson, TVA Manager of
Agricultural and Chemical
Development. One bag of
this fertilizer equals more
than a bag of ammonium
nitrate plus a bag of Ordinarysuperphosphate
fertilizer."
TVA also distributed about
it Ras or
(ooke46 Mont& after Harvest
356 tons of sulfur-coated urea
and 1,200 tons of pofassium
polyphosphate for use by the
fertilizer industry. Several
distributors used the sulfurcoated urea, which releases
its nitrogen slowly to crops, to
make special fertilizer grades
for vegetables, turf, and
decorative trees and'sktrubs.
The potassium polyphosphate
was used primarily for foliar
_application tests on maturing
soybeans. In addition, limited
amounts of a new nitrogen
suspension were supplied to
one distributor for testing.
"TVA's fertilizer production
program is strictly experimental," Nelson said. "If
a new fertilizer shows promise
after greenhouse testing, we
make test runs in pilot plants
and
larger production units.
fruits
sliced
Ilse amazing new "inelon-squash'' with one of the
dew n the iniddk to shuss the large edible neck area and small seed This allows our engineers' to
resolve • technical problems
and demonstrate the new
sariery
new
egetable
a
It:, lot unusual tor a seedsman io introduce
pfusesses to interested ferbotv.sith the %est marvirity it's hard to underrsitind what's really new
tilizer manufacturers.
atiout thetn.
"Selling the relatively small
sSometinies it imps out that •'new" not riecessaril better since
iiitiO'shrs at TES's'q7IFFITZ:r oFoThe ilfita—tnia-ntitte-s of-n-ew fertilizers to
Z1ii.ilhik; zi
Sr"
distributors helps trigger
desirable characteristic"
Vent rarely does a seedsman has e an opportunity to present to interest in the product,"
hOnie gardeners a totally new segetable with benefits so unique and Nelson said.. As commercial
Aexc.citingly dif ferent that es en a child can underSiand and apprec- manufacturers take over and
he salue of growing it. _
do-havte utcom- meet the demand for the new
'.-7-1-fsr•-mptsoft ktorgan-,-flie tuatttittle+
pretels new segetable with a iiSnie. appearance and eating qualics fertilizer, TVA withdraws and
,
coneentrates on other new
at most Americans have never eV en seen-or heard of.
•:( ailed a "Melon-Squash". it has the appearance and extraor- products and processes."
dDiary.keeping qualities of winter squash. hut the flavor and aroma
During the 1976 fiscal year
ate more:like a cantaloupe melon. It can be eaten raw like a melon; TVA distributed about 210,000
ot cooked like a squash.
tons_ of_ experimental fer:
--:-Chapeartel,-....eig4s+-stre.-vapiabled--4orna,spe.s.ithern.accighing.:40-tilizers, primarily to 7130 firms
lbs apiece have been grown, with necks that extend to three feet,.
_Hi length. The enlarged end -bas-a small seed cavity, and once the in 40 states and Puerto Rico. A
sleds are scooped out there is a la.rft area of meaty flesh. with the smaller amount was used by
,
farmers cooperating- in
lifig neck solid flesh all theoway to the stem.
iOrst -Wtth- programs &Signed-Le upgrade
flaN Of IN Surci 1.1FateTi fresh hke 3
gardeners
Some
do starchiness normally associated with squash.
and • demonstrate improved
describe it as a "honey" flavor, and the rich- orange interior flesh farm
while
practices
ves it attractive eye-appeal. •
When stored in a cool basement at temperatures between 50-60' providing wider practical
it will keep in perfect condition for six months and more. It can evaluations -of the new
steamed. boiled, baked or fried, made into delirious pies and products.
MUSCLE SHOALS, Ala. Three
new
fertilizers
deV.,eloped at TVA's National
Fertilizer Delelciprilent
Center were introduced to
farmers and . the fertilizer
industry last year for test use

nationwide.
The products included
nearly 2,200 tons of a new
grade of urea-ammonium
phosphate fertilizer that was
tried by 11 compantes in 8
states.

NEW "MELON-SQUASH" TASTES
(EEPS LIKE SQUASH
,
LIKE A MELOI&I
.Lat

4

jipst 10 minutes - one third of the cooking time of regular winter
1._
.-•
•
stuash,
Seed is offered in the new 1977 Thompson & Morgan seed catalog,ailable free from Thompson & Morgan, Box 24, Somerdale. New
trseY 08083

4

Attention Farmers!
Murray Ford Tractor
Under New Ownership

Parts Dept. Now Open
520 South 4th St.
753-9482

demonstrating new _fee ili7ers
has ; been extremely ef=
fective," Nelson said. "We
estimate that more than three
fourths of all U. S. fertilizers
are made with technology
developed at Muscle Shoals."
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture

By Nevyle Shackelford
There's a lot of interest in assenible-yourself greenhouses Since
the sasings in cost can be con...,
siderable.
The most popular type of asSlmble-yourself greenhouse is
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
the kind you buy as a kit, comUniversity of Kentucky College of Agriculture
bining an aluminum frame with
safety glass panes. The aluminum
this Christmas, this farm tomato variety like Wonder
is sturdy.' and maintenance free
and the safety glass panes ensure and garden writer was on the Boy, Traveler, or some other
good growing results while reeceiving end of a rather kind that matures in around
ducing the risk. of breakage.
unusual
and exceedingly tasty 72 days. Either plant the seed
Following are some tips on as,
gift-a peck or more of or set out plants in the garderr
se:utile-yourself greenhouse constniction, using au I dv.urti Ow-en delicious red-ripe -Wonder around the first week in July.
Safety Greenhouse- as a -model. Boy" tomatoes.
Follow the Cultivation, fertiliAlthough aluminum frame greenThese tomatoes were not zation, spraying and storage
houses do differ in certain details. according to the make, from a greenhouse but from a practices recommended by
patch right in my own neigh' University of Kentucky
thec: fundamentals of greenhouse
construction are the same, reborhood. They were gathered garden specillists and the
quiring ihree basic steps - pregreen back in October and odds are great tihpç effort
paration of the site. asrmbly of
stored in a cool, dry base- will result in sa.trNss. 'At14-installation
of
the
the frame and
ment where they gradually it has for go.,6per.
gla,s, The entire -project can be
ac,:ojn plished oser a weekend, ripened in time for the
This past autumn a lot of
using one day to prepare the site
holidays. As a matter of fact, gardeners had fine late
and elect the frame, and the the gardener who grew these
tomato patches, but few'
did das to install the glac,s.
tomatoes has been having tomatoes. In spite of spraythem on his table, for the past ing, most of these patches
-two months.
were destroyed by the late
-_-- These fine tomatoes were blight Cooper avoided -this
produced by my good neigh- catastrophe -by starting his
bor,_ Hubert Cooper, an agri- spraying routihe before the
cultural engineer by proles- blight struck and keeping it
's'on, and truly a man with a up every week. He used Zineb
"green -thumb." An un- spray' and at the time of the
deniable expert at gardening, first hard freeze on Oct. 1.8,
be invariably produces there wasn't a sign of blight
bumper crops of quality vege- on the foliage and it didn't
Preparing the site
tables and fruits and he does show :up
later on the large
Generally speaking, only the it n't spite of plant diseases, quantity of green tomatoes
tree standing kinds are reliable blights, nematodes, cut- he gathered before the freeze.
"assemble-yourself" units. Lean- svorms, ground hogs and an
The reason the blight
to models normally require pro- assortment of other predastruck
his neighbor's tomato
fessional help to attach the unit
Ii the house, and to.prepare a tory varmints and insects. He patches was that they either
---a-t'complIsfirs- this
did not spray often enough or
proper toundation.
51-Ith an aluminum frame free- through the judicious use-of did not apply enough of the
standing ('nit a foundation is not 'recommended fertilizers, blight medicine. To really
normally necessary jf the maninsecticides,. crop varieties protect tornatd,plants against
ufa.Sturer supplies an aluminurn
and cultivation practices7late blight, Cooper said,
.B
.ut getting back to the
you,
neeglp spray every week •
Christma; tomatoes, Cooper andover-every inch of both
-says anyone with 'a cool dry foliage rand fruit with the dust
basement_ or attic for storage or spray. This is how he
and the time and patience to usually has tomatoes at
slo„ thttkl Kluged . work, can.„.. Christmas every year:
-Ka ire *-g-iy-trit -homegrown-1r ' • Sornerime-t tie - has --watertomatoes in December.
melons t00, but that is
F irst, he says, select a another story.

Assembling the frame
base wall. If a base wall is not
included you-'1F''ve to make
your own base from bricks or
wood. The site must be firm and
level, with'any sod removed to a
distan_ce.ot at teasti ft. wider
than the area of the greenhouse.
After levelling the site the
alurninum frame is then assembled using bolts and a wrench,
first putting together the sides.,

Dry beans are one of the
best buys in the Meat group.
Use them in casseroles, soups,
salads. Meatless menus can
save money, but for good
nu-trition, include some
animal protein in the same
meal, too-milk, cheese or
eggs.
Installing the glass
then the ends and finally the roof
members.
•
Next comes the glazing, but
never glaze the house ot a windy
day, since a partially•Constryeted
greenhouse will catch the wind
like the sails of a ship. The sides
are glazed first, then the ends and
finally the roof. Clikon_plastic
strips lock the panes onto the
frame.

FARM EQUIPMENT
SALES - SERVICE
THE OMIT AUTHORIZED STEIGER TRACTOR DEALER IN VIESTRENT1XIT....AND mr
ONLY UNAUTHORIZED JOHN DEERE DEALER IN VIESTIEKTUCKY.

WE HAVE THE
FINEST LINE OF
TRACTORS AND
FARM EQUIPMENT
IN WESTERN
KENTUCKY-'

ALL
BRANDS OF
FARM
EQUIPMENT
Assembled greenhouse
The greenhouse is then ready
to use for growing foliage plants,
flowers or vegetable. The amount
of money you save from doing
It yourself can be more than the
cost of the greenhouse.
.
For a free booklet about the
Safety Greenhouse, write: Edward
Owen Engineering, Snow Shoe,
Pa. 16874,

EVERY PIECE.OF USED EQUIPMENT IS THOROUGHLY CHECKED, AND RUN THROUGH
OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT, FOR COMPLETE REPAIR, BY EXPERIENCED MECHANICS,
BEFORE WE OFFER IT FOR SALE, SEE TOMMY'S BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR NEW OR USED
IMPLEMENT. IF WE DON'T HAVE IT, WE'LL FIND IT FOR YOU!

MR. FARMER...
If yoit 'haven't visited the parts department at Tommy's Equipment
You've missed something!.

A Consumer Tip
from Extension Speciefists at
the UK College of Aprioulturi

We not only have good prices on replacement parts for your farm implements, but a
bigger source of supply than anyone in this area

NEXT TIME YOU'RE IN TOWN, WHY NOT,STOP BY? WE'LL BE -G1AD TO SEE
YOU!

EQUIPMOT CO.
TOMMY'S
AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
OPEN
PHONE 247-6020 OR PH0NE753-7452 AFTER 5 PM
.JUNCTION 121 & SEDALIA ROAD — MAYFIELD, KY.

f

SHORT ROWS Hog Marketing
Shows Upswing

Whin you shop for frozen
vegetables, buy only those
packages that are frozen-.
solid. Avoid packages with
stains that indicate thawing
may have tan place, as well
as those vartially-thawal
Rana*. 'tnihich feel soh.
'Thawing and refreezing
lowers the quality of-frozen
vegetables, according to UK
Extension foods specialists.

USDA Renews PACA
Advisory Committee
11 ANTA,Ga -Secretary
of Agriculture John A. Knebel
appointed eight new members
to the Perishable Agricultural
Commodities Act PACA) Industry Advisory Committee, reappointed 16 others
and renewed the committee
for two years. The committee
considers ways to improve all
administrative aspects of
PACA, including licensing,
handling of reparation cases
and disciplinary actions.
Named as new members
were
Shaw,
Bernard
Limestone, Maine; Douglas J.
Michael, Urbana, Ohio; Tad
Takeo Tomita, San Jose,
Calif.; John Mandy, Highland,
N. Y.; Ben Ryburn, Salinas,
Calif.; R. K. Pedersen, Boise,
Idaho; Edwin G. Grader,
Lafayette, Calif.; and Galen
W. Pike, Hopkins, Minn.
Reappointed members were
Raymond Tumblestone,
Edisto Island, S. C.; Edwin L.
Barr, Jr., Sanger, Calif.;
Othal ET Brand, McAllen,
Tex.;
J.
M. Bowers,
Moorestown, N. J.; John M.
Dickenson, III, Santa Paula,
Calif.; Lael Lee, Salinas,
Calif.; Donald M. Lins,
Tampa, Fla.; Theodore M.
Zacher, Wenatchee, Wash.;
John S. Caldarulo, Chicago,
I11.; Joseph A. Carniglia, Jr.,
Forest Park, Ga.; Stephen
Tavilla, Chelsea, Mass.;
Chandler V. Copps, Stevens
Ejaint, Wis.; Levi F. Garrett,
Jr., Kansas City, Mo.; Joe M.
•Ernest,'San Antonio, Tex.;
Marie J. Ferree; Davis,
Calif.; and Alfred A. Ponte,
Boston, Mass.
committee
was
The
established by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading fcrciiities
Buyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS •WHEAT..

(USDA) --in- 4963--Membersinclude representatives of
fruit and vegetable producers,
shippers, brokers, processors,
distributors; wholesalers, and
retailers. They provide USDA
with an industry viewpoint,
adviee, -and counsel -on
PACA's administration. Floyd
F. Hedlund, director of the
Fruit_and Vegetable Division
of 'USDA's Agricultural
Marketing Service, is committee chairman.
The PACA sets fair trade
rules to suppress unfair and
fraudulent practices in, the
marketing of fresh and frozen
fruits and vegetables in interstate, and foreign coinmerce.

Distributors Of

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn,Soybeans and Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404 ,
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr._

CASE 2WD

IMP
Buy a new Case 2 wheel drive tractor
• 1977
:„ between Jan. 1 and March -31,
and partrcipating Case deaters will give
you a powerful new CB rap Not just any
CB radio, but a 40. channel Johnson Messenger
with all of the latest features — just like the 11
models of Case tractors yosa may choose from,
43 to 180 pto horsepower.

Garden Digest
Rich; black leaf mold found
on forest floors has long been
valued as the finest soil conditioner. Loaded with nutrients,
it has moisture,holding capacity
up•to ten time"etter than ordinary' garden top-soil and the ability
:o create cool soil condition's in'
summer forliealthy plant growth,
But leaf mold is so scarce it
Is -almost impossible to buy.
Now, a new system of harvesting
fallen loaves and converting them
into precious leaf mold has been
developed. Called a Harvester,
it allows horoe gardeners jo
.•ollect and store leaves right in
:heir own back yard to Orodu-ce
leaf mold just like the kind found
ors', forest floors. For free inform.
mon about this nev. leaf mold
.ystem, write Rotocron Inc.,. 58
Ituttoriwood Street, New Hope,
P. 18938.

hog swine industry. Not since 1954
in
upswiqg
An
marketing -ending one of the had.hog production dropped so
lowest produition periods in dramatically. That year the
recent inAOff of ,,,the pork nation produced 64,827,000
commercial
Industry-was evident during hogs
for
a final quarter of 1976 that slaughter - and Heinold
established new records for handled only'one-tenth of one
Heinold Hog Markets.
per cent.
Heinold, the world's largest - During 1975, hogs raised for
independent buyer of hogs, is commercial slaughter totaled
expected to complete 1976 with only 68;687,000 - an apa volume of Slightly over four proximate 13 million below the
million hogs,, an increase of previous year. Commercial
300,000 over 1975. The four slaughter was also far below
million is an estimated 5.4 per the 10-year average of 81
cent of the hogs raised for million (1966-76) during the
commercial slaughter in the first nine months of 1976. It is
United States.
estimated that the 12 months
After 21 months of the of 1976 vrill-'0115tItice a
lowest production rate since slaughter figure of less than 74
1954, the rise in the hog output million - lowest since 1965.
from the nation's farms was
Heinold opened three new
evident during the final markets during 1976 at
quarter of 1976.
Pewamo, MI; Delta, IA; and
During the month of Oc- Linden, IN. Two additional
tober, Heinold established a markets were acquired in
record by buying 399,000 hogs Illinois in late December at
- the most ever purchased in Tuscola and Pena. The
a single month since the firm company expects to open new
was- founded in 1950. The markets in Ohio, Indiana and
record was smashed in Michigan during 1977.
November when the company
marketed 404,000 for farmers.
Greenhouse gardening is one
November also saw the of the fastest growing hobbies in
heaviest single day in the America. Although Great Britain
On has the highest greenhouse ownercompany's. history.
ship in the world, Edward Owen
November 26, Heinold handled
Engineering„of Snow Shoe, Pa.,
30,000 hogs for farmers at its manufacturers of the world's
buying stations in seven first safety greenhouse, are premidwestern states.
dicting that within the next seven
During the first quarter of years Amenca may exceed Great
_the fiscal. .year, starting Britain. .Tilere_are 1.800.000
September 1, Heinold bought greenhouses in Great Britain,
representing 10% of all British
32 per cent more hogs than it
nouseholds. The most popular
did during the comparable design is an aluminum
frame
period of 1975.
with glass panes. Aluminum is
one
of
upswing
end41:1
The
maintenance-free, and safety
the lowest production periods glass- has good looks for best
in the modern history -of the growing results and durability.

Power-up-for-Spring now with a new Case tractor
and tell,the world about it on your new CB.

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
('502)153-3062

503 Walnut,

Murray, Ky.

,
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RECAST

ARM:
Certification Required For
Private Pesticide Application

How To Buy, Care For Pillows

s-----b-Sandard pillow; but it can into the dryer occasionally on
Ry Jean Cloar
also use a queen or king size low heat for ten minutes. This
Callooa
count)
Extension
adult equipment calibration, and
of
As of October of 1977, every responsibility
Agent tn Home Economics one. A queen size bed will use will take out the humidity and
Kentucky farmer 'must be education in the certification finally, pests and nett biology.
two queen or standard size keep the pillows resilient.
Christensen said mass incertified before he,can apply effort-certification meaning
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
To launder your pillows,
pillows. A king size bed
bed
If you're buying new
an insecticide, fungicide or that a person tuts proven his struction sessions had already
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
pillows, there are ceFtain tips requires two king or three check the care label for the
any other -pesticide,that falls competency in the use of been held in some counties in
you'll want to keep in, mind. standard size pillows. What right washing and drying
the state, all of which have
under the "restricted use" restricted use chemicals.
the time this appears in of the sunee illusions caused Pillows are available in a wide you select will depend on the instructions and follow them
By
the been well attended, with some
said
Christensen
category.
print, a great and significant t) the Earth's 23.5 degree tilt range of fillings and sizes so size of the bed, the size pillow carefully. Laundering your
One of the specifications of a- Cooperative - Extension Ser- of the meetings having atevent will have al- on its axis during its year-long you should consider how you you or your family are pillows will renew their
1972 amendment to the vice is not involved in any way tracted as many as 350 to 400 celestial
want to sleep and what size comfortable sleeping on, and freshness and restore the
place high over orbiting of the sun.
____t_aken
.
,...le.Ady
in the actual regulation of people. He added.that county
Federal
the
rar six months of the year bed you have.-There is no how many pillows you tike-orr-lirigingt qualities.
Fungicide and Rodenticide certification, "but we are agents have found it much that imaginary line called
If ysu care for your pillows
the
rings
sun's rays shine newly perfect bed pillow for the bed when it is made up.
that
Capricorn
of
Act requires, among other involved in educating people more beneficial to the farmers Tropic
your
you'll have them for
purchased
properly
you've
After
sill
that
everyone.
pillow
A
things, that all users, orap- so they can become certified to conduct _ the instruction the earth at 23.5 degrees •cli,ectly oh the "Northern
It _makes good
years.
daily
many
and
them
fluff
pillows;
give you many years of
plicators, of "restricted use" applicators and will have the •sessions for groups rather south of the Equator. This Hemisphere and in the mid- comfortable sleep May keep push the corners towards the sense to select carefully and to
event, which . to us of the Period the!e is summer.
pesticides be certified as subject matter knowledg-e than for individuals.
- someone else tossing- and center so that the crown-stays buy good quality pillows. They
He noted that in contrast to Northern. Hemisphere is During the remaining six
competent to use such required to achieve cer;everyone- high. This will_ keep _them willactually cost you less over
turning:- Ideally
-the private applicators, all called "winter. solstice," took months the Earth has tilted
tification. chemicals. .
own pillow, plump. One tip that will help the years because they will
his
select,
should
"As far as the private ap- commercial applicators are place on Dec. 21, and ,means so that the opposite is true. but if
Chris Christensen, exyou're buying pillows for keep your feather and down last longer than the. less extension entomologist with the plicators are concerned," required to take special that the sun that has been The sunshine is pale, wan,
you should check pillows fresh is to pop them pensive ones.
family
your
Entomology Department of Christensen said, "cer- examinations before they are moving away from us since wintry and slants into the with them to find out their
the University of Kentucky tification is just an education issued certifications.
last June is once again on its Northern Hemisphere, while preferences. Ask if they like a
College. of Agriculture, is program. There's no -test
for another six months south of the Equator the soft, medium or firm pillow
urging that Kentucky farmers involved. All the private
lands of that region bask And and what size pillow they
way in our land.
stay
contact the agricultural ex- applicator has to do is go to the
Astronomers explain that -sometimes bake in the prefer.
tension agent in their counties local county agent's office
- Before you buy a pillow, you
the winter solstice—Dec. warmth and glory of the
as soon as possible to learn where he can view a series of
should test it. Pick it up and
21—is the point the sun season.
about the private applicator slides keyed with explanatory
feel it with your hand to see if
reaches at its farthest day-bytape recordings to learn the
certification program.
To ancient peoples it is comfortable. If you're
southward
migration
day
Applicators of pesticides fall fundamentals of the program.
summer solstice was a day of buying a pillow for someone
Ways to decrease the when viewed from the earth. crucial concern. They
the After he has seen the slide
into two categories
else, ask the salesperson if it is
private applicator and the presentation, he then fills out nicotine content of burley This point, the astronomers rejoiced in the long days of soft, medium or firm. A good
-commercial applicator. Most a form ..that -shows he has.- tobacco has been the point of say is directly_ _MErheacLAI Ttierifrie, but oreaded - the 'pillow should be resilient and
the TrOpic of Capricorn impending slow descent of
farmers have-the designation completed the instruction research for many years.
free of lumps and odors,
Cutting out even greater which is about 1,600 miles the sun and the approach of
session.
of "private applicator."
regardless of its filling. Check
Equator.
the
burley
of
in
south
nicotine
The form is sent to the amounts of
The private applicator is a
the cold. They lived in con- the label on the pillow to see
The sun seems .to linger
person who applies, or ,Pesticide Section of the tobacco is the result of
stant- fear /hat the sun would what filling it contains.
supervises the application of a Department. for Natural research recently conducted above this latitude for several Leave never to return, but
The softest and most
If you contribute more than the
„restricted use chemical for the Resources and Environmental by T. P. Pirone, of the Plant days but actually it begins its w/Ater solstice was irdifferent luxurious pillow's are filled
!un allowable in any year, a 6% tax
-rnaxim
the
of
Department
and
Frankfort,
a
in
Protection
Pathology
northward
agricultural.
of
migration
annual
production
entirely with down, the soft
matter
be
will
utiposed on the excess contribution.
commodities on property he.or card, much like a credit card, University, of Kentucky at. once. Six months later it
shaftless fluffs from 'the
The tax will continue to be imposed until
his employer owns or rents, or will be sent to the individual- College of Agriculture, and D. will be shining directly over
By Dec. 21 these ancient breasts of geese and ducks.
on the land of a neighbor as an the card serves as his L. Davis, of the college's the Tropic of Cancer, 23.5 Peoples sensed the change in For people who prefer their
you "undercontribute" in a later year.
exchange of services," evidence of participation in Agronomy Department.
degrees north of the Equator. thy sky. They assembled in pillows firmer, select a pillow
Pirone is to present a paper This, for us, will be summer -their cities, fasted for-I-bite filled with a blend of down and
Christensen explained. "In 7 the Kentucky -private apcertification at a meeting of the American
other words the private ap- plicator
solstice, which, in ancient Jey$ and then 'arose at. dawn feathers. The more feathers in
Phytopathological Society in
plicator can apply the program," he explained.
was a moment of to greet the rising sun. This the blend, the firmer the
A person who has his private Atlanta on Feb.7,telling of the times,
chemicals only iii his own
was a moment of thankful- pillow. All feather pillows are
dread.
farming enterprise, or for a applicator certification card research findings. The paper
2ss, at least for those of the the firmest of the natural fills.
r
,
Phenomenon
This celestial
neighbor and cannot make the can then go to a pesticide bears the tigg, "Modification
For Federal income tax purposes, conHemisphere. It is - They are less expensive than
\Jrthern
optical
an
only
course,
of
is,
applications on several dif- dealer, present the card and of the Chemical Composition
feather
blended
or
down
all
to an IRA are fully deductible
tributions
thankfulof
moment
a
so
a
be able to purchase the of Burley Tobacco by In- illusion. It seemed real
ferent farms for a fee."
...and down fillows, and Will also
income up to the maximum
from
gross
We-are
moderns.
us
tor
^ess
any
e
theto
however,
enough,
Vein
Tobacco
with
— Christensen described- 'a-- "restricted use" chemicals. fection
provide years of comfortable
allowed by law. You can deduct your con"However, we don't know at Mottling' Virus (TVMV)," Romans who gave it the :nankful to know ,that the sleep. Pillows are also made
commercial applicator as one
tribution even tholigh you don't itemize
ations on this time what the restricted which means that several name. "solstice," which trans---sun that has been going away of polyester ur foam rubber,
chemicals are, because the varieties of tobacco were lated into English, mears from us since last June 21, and these tend to be firm.
a for hire basis.
deductions.
(Environmerrtal infected with the tobacco vein. ,"whervi- the-'sun-sterich-stitt
has-now-started its stow but Down, feather and down, Or.
-- The Cooperative Extension EPA
Service has been given the Protection, Agency) has not mottling virus, resulting in These solstices and midiatior. sure return.
'feather pillows Will usually.
published a list," Christensen "substantial changes" in the
outlast synthetic pillows'. they
We would like the opportunity to discUss with you,
said. "But we do know that amount of certain chemical
are considered a good -infirst hand, how such an account might benefit you.
some of • the more toxic compounds that make up
vestment because they will
chemicals will probably be on tobacco..
give you restful comfort for a
One of the most marked
that list and that farmers have
long time.
used some of these toxic changes was the decrease in
In addition to selecting the
chemicals in the past in their total alkaloids in the burley filling and firmness, you can
Applications are now being farming operations.
nicotine being the primary
also choose one of three basic
taken in the County ASCS
"So, if they want to main- alkaloid.
sizes - standard, queen and
-farmers tain the
from
Office
the
farm
of
part
latter
the
in
use
A
for
on
special
TV
series
flexibility they have
One burley variety king.
requesting new tobacco or had in the past-the ability to Burley 37 - encountered the
products marketing to assist series.
A twin size bed usually uses
1977.
for
feed grain allotments
produce their crops most greatest amount of chemical the farmer to develop a louder "In this new series-, we have
To be eligible for a new farm efficiently with the least changes and suffered severe profit jingle in his pocket was attempted to make everything
allotment, the operator must amount of pest damage at the damage from the TVMV in- instituted in Kentucky the more simple and concise,"
expect to receive more than 50 least cost, it's really to their fection. Another variety - early part of last year.
Massey-Ferguson
Shuffett said. "Our aim has
per cent of his income from advantage to go through this Kentucky 10 - suffered the
The series, called "Farm been to make it all more easily
farming. Neither the farm simply training program, pick least and had the least amount Marketplace," proved so understood and how it can be a
owner or operator may have up a lot of good information of chemical change. The third
popular that it was revised, real help to all farmers."
an interest in any other farm and become certified."
The new series, like the first
variety --Burley 21 - was in and updated for presentation
which will have a 1977 allotone, was produced by KET in
He pointed out that cer- the intermediate range in the again this year.
ment of the type requested. tification "is really not all that
The new series,- to be aired. cooperation with the Kentucky
testings.
'The-person requesting o new big a problem."
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Serweekly
on
Changes in the levels of total
tobacco allotment must have
Every county agent'has nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen and Educational Television on vice, the UK College of
experience of growing tobacco copies of a special pesticide volatile nitrogen bases were each Friday night starting Agriculture and the Kentucky
two years in the past five.
Other
Bureau.
tabloid that contains all .the found in the Burley 21 and Feb. 11, will run for 10-weeks Farm
Applications for a new farm information in the slide Burley 37 varieties, but not in
The series last year ran for cooperating groups include
tobacco, corn, grain sorghum, presentation, -so the fanner the Kentucky 10, which is 13 weeks, but the 'se.ssions..tb,is the Kentucky Council of
.or barley allotment may be will have something to take more tolerant.
Make your best deal before January 28,
year have been produced .4o Cooperatives, the Kentucky
a
in
-filed-at- the County ASCS.-- With hinito ute -as a reference.
informationAgriculturepresent
new Massey-Ferguson
more
of
1977tertain
4
'Department
The research shovis promise
- Office on or before February
The slide presentation for use in the regulating of shorter overall time period_ and the Kentucky Department
15, 1977.
Prepared by the University of Education.
• agricultural tractors
covers seven areas - how to several other chemical conAny interested producer understand the labels and the stituents of tobacco.
of Kentucky College of
information
Additional
• agricultural implements
these effort that goes into getting a
meet
can
who
Agriculture, the series will regarding the series may be
•••
retteirements should contact pesticide labeled for a specific
again have Garvin Quinn and obtained from the county
balers
Versatile Crop
the Calloway County ASCS use, the various types of Most
.
Cottqp is a multi-purpose Mike Feldhaus as the co-hosts- extension agents.
• forage harvesters
Office before the ruial date for pesticides, pesticide safety, crop, providing food, feed, and Quinn is an information
filing an application.
specialist in radio and
environment, equipment, fiber.
• grinder mixers
television with the Public
Information Department of
then pick one of the following optional:
the UK College of Agriculture.
Feldbaus is the radio-TV
$11X) to $.50(1)
director of the Kentucky
A Consumer Tip
Federation
Farm Bureau
from Extension Specialists Cr
- 0)
(from $5(1 tb $2F1
the UK College of Agriculture
Milton Shuffett, vice
chairman of the Agricultural
Should you buy potatoes
Economics Department of the
1)77 depending on product
UK College of Agriculture, that look green? The answer
to March 1 Apnl 1 r Mrik, 1
UK
to
according
"No,"
is
was one' of the leaders idtke
•••
development of the initial Extension foods specialists.
The green portions contain an
series.
- to July 1 1977 on agnailtural tractors and
"The series goal is two- alkaloid called solanin which
implements or industnal equipment
fold," Shuffett explained. . -It causes a bitter flavor. GreenBe Sure To Check Our Prices
with
is to acquaint the farmers
ing may, affect only the skin
- to Sept 1.1977 on balers, forage harvesters
Ask about
Before You Make Any Purchase.
the nature abd complexities of of the potatoes or it may
and gnnder mixers
savings
special
today's marketing system - penetrate the flesh, but you
MF
an
on
too
and to provide information to can't tell just by looking at
Buy Now And Avoid The Rush
increase the farmers' ability ,the potatoes-so it's best not
skid steer loader.
(up iii $201))(in selected products
to mike
deeisions ,in to buy them if they have a
s
market' of forth products-" greenish appearance.
The
ies will be aired on
Salesmen: Hugh Wright. J. H. Nix & Ian Dalton
Personalized MFfinancing, parts
the Friday nights of the 10and service available.
iVeek period at 6 p. m.(CDT), 1 Many bakeries and superShuffett said.
mitts sell day-old biked
A "workbook" will be goo s at a considerable
available as an aid for those discount-and these foOd
viewing the program.
items are just as nutritious as
The "workbook" tan be
fresh ones. UK Extension
ordered prior to the opening
foods specialists suggest that
Program through the inyou check the stores ia your
153-1319
extension
dividual county
Industrial Rd
to see which
641 South
neighborhood
753-2617
MO.
offices at a minimal cost. The
' books will be sent out in time ones offer these bargains.

Nicotine Can
Be Lowered In
Burley Tobacco

ATTENTION
MR,FARMER

What Happens If
I Contribute
Too Much In Any Year?

`• Are My Contribuiions Tax Dedyctible?

'Farm Marketplace'
Now On Television

Farm Allotments
Being Considered

Murray
Bank of
FDIC

PICK-A.
AL
IL

Grain Trucks
and

a •

1. Cash Rebate-(from
2. Cash Rebate
PLUS No Finance Charges

Lime Spreaders

3. No Finance Charges

PLUS Cash Rebate

Durciin Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

MF.

Stokes TractOr.
& Implement Co.

PAC
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Let's Stay Well

Ave

litcreckse

Use Of Amantadlne to Treat Flu

Q: Mr. B.S. asks if some
specific medicine is nst already
available that will fight flu
viruses and that might prove
helpful agaipst swine flu if it
la break out in ,an
epidemic.
A: A chemical, amantadme,
has been available for several
years and has been useful in treating and preverting certain
influenza' virus infections (apcalled A2 Arains).
- Xmazitadine has been -found to
be ineffective against influenza
B viruses in.t.issue cultures.
Since the-swine flu virus is one
of the A strains, amantachne
might be effective in. treating
and preventing this form of flu.

• By F.J.L. Blatnrwirm-MD.As yet, the ,drug has not been
tested hicaUse not even a small
epidemic has occurred. The
drug has inhibited the swine flu
virus and has reduced its growth
ege cultures ot.thovirus. This
is .a favorablrfitter
Many authorities believe that,
should an epidemic of swine flu
(type Al break out, amantadme
should be raven high,priority in
treating such infections. In addition, this medication should be
considered as a preventative by
medical perVinnel eicpcsed to
active case., to persons who
have chronic disabling diseases
and to tbose who ar,e taking
medicine that supprezes immunity

Crossword Puzzler

The immunization of the approximately 40 million Americans who have had swine flu
shots will help to reduce the
chances of in epidemic.
However, should such an
unlikely one break out, the best
protection would appear to be
the use of amantachne and swine
flu vaccine to control the spread
of the disease.
These facts should be rmsairing to thcse who are concerned
about the dangers of a swine flu
epidenut
It is good to remember that the
public shottld not stop other immunizations (diptheria, whooping cough, lockjaw, measles and
polio) just because the swine flu
vaccinations Were halted.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

When Do Premature
Babies Catch Up?
P McM. writes anxMrs
Q:
iously. "My tiny son was born
prematurely but is said to be
otherwise normal. Will his early
birth mean that his development
Will lag behind so that be will be
below normar'

1 Limb
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1 Mountains
mown 1313011(11:1
general
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WIWI own
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Near
5
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12 Actual
Female
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noon
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8 Conitinchon
15 Measuring
HURD
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A: Take heart and he
reasseeW7Sinc-e-rktr-WriS-norr
mal. except small in weight, he
should catch up by the time he is
10 or 12 months of age
This is not always true, particularly in babies who are
especially small and who have
difficulties shortly after birth
hod Few Sw4114:64

i•nr.nata

61

Fast Film Service
At Big Discount
Full
Roll

2
0_

1.014

994

Fresh Color
Film

Artcraft Studios
118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door

AND I'M 140l)-\ I HE
WHAT ARE YOV • T141515
Is
NOT 'fOUR ARE
00IN6 IN THIS 6RANDFATNER 5
f3ARN Wit.; Afi BARN CAN ' BOY 1 TOO' NOT!
FRIENP!
SE HERE IF
B04e FRIEND
ltANT TO'
---14"

1v

I:

BE A
VERY IMPORTANT
MAN- SOMEDAY

•
t• 1

54RGE NEED
,AN ERASER

WELL, WHY

ARE YOU
LOOKIN6

.0

Inert C Thompson is a former()owe,'
ot Kentucky Forage Extension .Spesm
is currently Manager of Foroge..
1)l.:rkenng for North Arnencan Plant
• reeders Mission, Kansas 66205

Advertisers
are
requested to check the
first insertion of bets for
This
correction
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion '
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE .
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK,
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT7FY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

TALLER

gig

BAILEY

WHAT
DO YOLI
WANT
BEET•E

•

.
,
.....,
.
,
A ...

104
,
1'4.. v.• I....elk

BEETLE

I-duces

•

'20

kiki
)

If you should disc or till on
-7eep areas, be sure to tear it up
tfio Contour and leave the
•;71,und rough to •'winter'' On
.evel, gently roiling ground. a
1..iugh till, regardless of slope, is
'rill recommended when done
oarly. There's an extra bonus. in
,at early tilling gives the ground
...: better chance to catch water.
erosion where. it's a
1-.7-oblem and it allows the
,;round a chance to "mellowH. late winter making it easy to
,inooth before'seeding:
Because there is an anticipated shortage of red clover and
:irftero clover seed this spring,
should "book- your seed
4,arly. You should plan on plant1..41 about eight pounds of red
azer and one to two pounds of
nlino Clover per acre.
Here's a tip for those who
.,ean to trample in clovers.aftlfit
1.1,;es'is heavier grazing now
the grass is high in quality,
same fertilizer and lime
,,xgram. smaller fields to get
,.niform graze, much more pa,:•rice on the part of the•farmer
, get all areas grazed the same,
Ind heavier seeding rates labout
12 pounds of red clover and
to two pounds of certified

.j •-•..•-•<-,,-..kv

IN
YEARS
FROM NOW,
WHAT DO YOU
THINK I'LL BE

0111••00.
4.11M00

eoLLy! IT5,..ittE

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

20E5N1 TAKE
MUCH TO 5E?
OM OFF

iN MY
50UP
KE T TLE

I!
go.
••

144

yr

BLON DIE
Ink

HONESTLY' IN
THE MORNING YOU
NEVER EVEN KNOc47
I'm HERE,

T1-LAT'S NOT
TRUE,DEAR

•

2. Notice

.
I

4‘

.1
411
••000.

-\*
TH15
15 A
FIELD
TRIP

AND! MIGHT ADD T14AT
'OU'VE NEVER LOOKED
LbvELIER MAR Ti-4tS--MORNING /

-

News, Society and
753-1918.
Sports
Retoi: Display advertising 753-L919
Classified Display.
Classified Circulati--on-tanct-ttite ,Busizaess
be
may
Office
reached on 7531976 and 753-7977

SALON,
FIGURE
Dixieland Center. Call
for free visit and information, 7534881.
BROTHERS FOREIGN
AUTO Service invites
you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,
or Audi in for prompt
and courteous service.
Located on Industrial
Road. Call 753-0521.

BREAKFAST
\ipi!IF,Jur:ei
\:0=1 BUCK!!
No Foolin....Six
Different Selections
For Only A Dollar

t_e

THE

f0
.
01

PHANTOM

LISTEN,
,44ITER
F'RE5IPENT„

LOCATEC'
TWEIR
TRANSMITTER

BET

„ wocr Your?
7EC1510N..
ONE.,HOUR.
5/(NING
OFF NOW

WAIT, TELL
THEM yE5!

HEAR ,TI-1

'I'LL FREE THE GENERAL
BUT THE HOSTAGES...

HURRAH,

_V

One Buck Gets It
All...At Perkins.
Weekdays

Iii 10 AM

...Try It!

AH COME WiF
A MESSAC,
FL..),S1 PANSY
4e,
(
S.

1

NQ
SCAril

-AT E)-C MENTION OF D-[)AT NJA%1EA FEELIN'0 0-4_ILL TERL-L'NZ VN/1\ir- OVER
Y- GIVE ME( "if

000

-MESSAGE'.'-

•

ABA

•

LOST FOUR YEAR old
male German Shepherd.
Brown and. Black.
name
Answers to
Donnie. Reward offered.
Call -435-4177.

t BUY RAW furs at my
home on 641 South,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Thursdays. 21'2
miles trdin Uncle Jeffs.
Phone 753-3375 Douglas
Shoemaker.

6. Help Wanted
$200.00
WEEKLY
possioie stuffing envelopes. Send selfaddressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188, Albany, MO
64402.

:-DO YOU believe the.Holy
Bible is God's Inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a recording. This is also our
business phone.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
_copies, Made-from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Monday Street.
Thursday 7:30=11:30;
Friday dr Saturday 7:303:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 7533685.
FOR FREE OIL and
adjust on any sewing
machine.
Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.

Reduce safe & test With
GoBese Tablets & 11-Vep
"ester'pals" Helloed Drop.
1095. 4%, Murray.
.
_
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

If You .
Need Them:
Fire. ...... 153-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescoe
753-692
Ambulance .
7534332
Hospital
Emergency
- 753-5131
Humane Society:753-3991
Comprehensive
Care 153-6612
Poison Control
153-7588
Senior Citizens
153-09/9
Needline
753-NEED
learn To Read
. 753 2188

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

LH. ABNER

REWARD OFFERED for
informition about V'
year-old silver male
German
Shepherd
wearing chain collar
with tag. Contact Don
Keller, 753-4498,

Coffee And Tax!

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All -display ads,
classified
displays
and regular display,
-must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
the
day
publication.
"

5 Lost And Found

...And That Includes

YOUR NEED is our
concern.
NEEDLINE
753-633e.

t_

• I\ ,

THE FAMILY of J. Ralph
White wish to thank our
friends and neighbors
for their deeds of kindness and love shown us
in past few days when
our husband and Dad
was taken from us.
Without your presence,
prayers dr help our task
would have been unbearably hard. The fad
was appreciated - the
flowers lovely - Thanks
Bro. User)r & Bro.
Garland for their words
of comfort, Onieda
White for the beautiful
music - Our thanks also
to Mercy Ambulance for
their promptness to Dr.
Marquardt
and
emergency room staff.
To Myra.& Sharon & all
girls in ICU who were so
thoughtful & kind, We'll
never forget you. May
God bless each of you is
our prayer.
Avenell, Martha, Judy &
Jim

I'M NOT responsible for
• rtobodys debts, but my
own. Dennis Crass.

Check
Your
Ad _;;,---,
ct0-.. ,
,,, ,,,,,, o•-.....

•

I M SURE
NANCY
THINKS SO
TOO

I BET I'LL

If this is your year for pasture
renovation now is a great time
to start. Renovation is theliast
and cheapest way to get more
quality feed, so by starting your
program now yob'll have a
jurmbp on spring and will be
ready-for seeding in February or
March
Before the ground freezes,
take a soil sample and get it
tested Then as soon as possible,
put on the needed phosphate.
potash and lime.
To get the most out of the
grass this time of year and to get
a uniform graze-down for good
tilTage calgior a -heavy stocking
rate, about 10-15 "animals per
acre for short periods or until
cattle. start getting hungry. For
most farms, this calls for electric
fencing to divide fields. Since
the quality of the grass, especially fescue, is extremely high at
this time of year, you will find
that the cattle will tend to graze
the grass very close The biggest
problem will be to get them to
eat into the outer-teaches of a
field. A good way to solve this
problem is to feed a small
amount of hdy every day_ or so
in these hard-to-get-to places
Late December or early January is a great time to start
tillage. especially after the grass
has been grazed down close
On hilly land, you should be
cautioo about erosion/ poien•

Cdrci Of (1,114 s

1. legal Notice

Now is the time to gear up for renovation
by Warren C tiompson

,

\
II
;"•

rit2r,..1=

Profit5
Renovationt

LINUS LIKES
ME BETTER
THANF HE
LIKES YOU!

1

INANTADS

RIES

SECOND OF A

• $100.00 AND MORE
weekly possible working
Part Time at home. Age
and
Education
no
barrier. Send
Ifad
dressed stamped envelope. King, Box 233
UM Mantua, N. J. 08051.
•
BABYSITTER 8:30-5:15,
M-F. Ask for Carol, 7535041.
WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing envelopes. Send 25 cents
plus stamped, selfaddressed envelope to:
Terry Lane Enterprises,
P. 0. Box 289, Hobart,
Indiana 46342.
AVON
Sell beautiful. Products you'll find you never
looked so good. No
experience necessary.
Call 753,5750 in Murray
or write Glenda Duke,
Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
42001.
COOKS,
MALE - or
-female.. Full-time OF
part-time. Apply in
person. Grecian Steak
- House, Murray, Ky.
$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME!
Unbelievably, excitingly
easy!
Send
selfaddressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio. 44106.

UNEMPLOYED
Looking for an organization to grow into?
Where you get 'some of
the finest training in
the nation' You'll find
that no one offers better benefits than we do.
Over $374 •• month
starting salary with fre•
quent pay raises. Medical and dental -calf&fa"
food, housing and clothing
Opportunities in
many locations,through out the world. Respon,...sibility as soon as you
compiete training. The
chance to serve your
nation. Your local Air
• Force recruiter_ h.ips, all
the details. Contact him
today .

Air Force. A
Great Way of Life

Ob
4*

AN Ps.

a4
%1

1.24

-4,

nut Itedrilimassam
U.S.A.F. Itikrelifin Mc*
•
1711011 Breeshroy
Pedecds,IT 42161
cell celled 443-2421

10 Bu>iness Opportunity

WANTED
DEALERS
throughout the entire
Calloway County area,
sell nationally known
name cornbrand
binatIon windows and doors, no investrilent
necessary, earnings
unlimited. Call
Paducah, 443-3615,
Mayfield after 5 p.m.,
247-6394.
now
DEALERSHIPS
available. with
American Handicrafts if
existing
have
you
business or if you are
opening a new business
with companion lines.
Call Cecil Hudson, 817write
or
336-3030
American Handicrafts 3
Tandy Center, Fort

BURT UP
ROOFING
Repair work, new conand
strectien
reroofing. Approved
by major roofing
menefecterers. Contact es soon for
economical prices and
Reality work.
Call
Klapp Radial
Co., km.
Mayfield, lIentacky
14,Wart To But
FUR, Red Fox, -845.00.
Grey
fox,
$30.00.
Muskrat, 85.00. Mink
817.00. Raccoon $15.00.
Deck Antiques. 1725
Parkview, Hopkinsville,
Ky. 502486-3438.

NE
gi
bi

7:

FO
tit
Si
P.

WANTED:
Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.

ASHLEY IMPERIAL
wood stove. Never been
used. 8275. No tax. Call
753-3206.

For Sala
55 Gallon
Drum
Thornton Tile
and Marble
So. 9th
753-5719
FIRE SCREEN for
fireplace
and
accessories. Will sell
'separate or together.
Call 753-8200.
FREE!
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY CATALOG!
Exclusive
Designers'
Collection! Bargainsgalore!
Box
1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

414mm

\ME

For Sale
_Tlib Enclosures _
and
Shower Doors
Thornton Tile
end Marble
So. 9th
753-5719
TWO PIECE BLACK
naugahyde sofa and
chair. Also two table
lamps. Like new. Less
than half price. Phone
753-9036 or see at 715
Goodman Street.
HOSPITAL BED WITH
mattress.'One year old,
like new. Three crank
model. Walnut head and
foot board. Call 753-9909
after 6, 753-2683,
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Cehter.
PENTA
TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also
treated poles 8' through
20'. Mirray „Lumber
Compan
104 Maple,
Murray.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam.- All
'4 sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet CO., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

en
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15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$15.00 to $20.00 rick. Call
753-4304.
16. Home Furnishings
MUST SELL Whirpool
washer and dryer.
Refrigerator freezer
combination:Small drop
leaf breakfast table with
2 chairs, chest and one
odd chair. Call 753-2900
or 753-4524.

1=111=11
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
--Muntgomern- 7536760
day or night. '
Kmt VACUUM-Sale-is
and Service, 500 Maple
•Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service
18 SenInt, Machines
FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19. Farm Equipment
. NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
Agrispring.
for
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 414 8865,
Paducah,Ky,

CUSTOM MATTRESS_ made.. any size for. antique beds or _campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Bealthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1138 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
YE OLD Horsetrading
Post and Auction.
General mercfilindise
wholesale and retail:
Used furniture, antique
toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
taken. Flea market
space available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
_407
4th. Call _436,
2575.
26. TV-Radio
LLOYDS 100 WATTS AMFM 8 track solid state
stereo, with G. E. turntable. $125 or best
offer. Call 753-4029.

22 Mus cal

27 Mobde Home Sales

WURLTTZER CONSOLE
piano. Fruitwood finish.
Excellent condition.
$700. Call 753-3896. ._

1973 12 x'60 trailer for
sale. Also oup trailer for
rent. Call 753-3473.

UPRIGHT ruNii in
good condition, perfect
fey begimier. Recently
or 753-4140.
23 Exterminatihg

Oldest home
owned & operated
in Calloway Co.

1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, all electric, air
condition, 2 bedroom,
must sell. Call 474-2230
or 437-4594.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 3•4
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after '5 p. m.

FOR RENT
Nice-small furn)shed
3 bedroom house.
Ideal for 3 college
students,' girls or
boys. Phone 753-5865
or 753-5108.

THREE ROOM UNFURNISHED apartment. Located
in
Sedalia. Call 435-4349.
•
FURNISHED
APARTMENT for rent. Close to
M.S.U. Call 753-6564. •
NEW TWO BEDROOM
town houses, carpet,
dishwasher, WsPosal, range,' refrigerator,
washer-dryer hookup.
Central heat and air.
Private treck. Call 7537550.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
apartments. Carpet,
-dTsposa-T; range,
refsigerator.. washer,
dryer hookup. Private
patio. Call 753-7550.
FURNISHED
ONE
bedroom apartment,
near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109.
NICE FURNISHED one
small bedroom apartment. Inquire at Kelly's
Pest Control, 100 South
I3th.

29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME for rent.
Call 753-9104 or 753-9822.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

FOR

RENT
Nice furnished apartment for 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 7535865 or 753-5108.

33. Rooms For Rent
Phone 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th

30 Business Rentals
20 x 60, 808 CHESTNUT
Nortbside
Shopping
Center. Call 753-0425 or
753-7527.

Attention Farmers:

ROOMS FOR RENT m
the country: Call 4362510. 34 Houses For Rent
,
FOUR BEDROOM house,
• basement, lkt baths,
carpet; Also furnished
efficiency --lapartment.
Call 753-833i:*

9,
4.„0 •

FURNISHED HOUSE for
college boys. Available
-now. Call 753-3040 or 762270i.

trti

}Ow

555 acres more -or less, approx. 300 acres open, fenced
...and cross-fenced, ponds, 3 barns, grain bins, two houses,
each features 3 bedrooms, kitchen, Ldith, etc., two 18 x 60
silos, equipment.shed. Terms and financing available. A
pleasure to show. Allow us to show you this farm. We are
equipped with four-wheel drive vehicles for your convenience. Priced at $280,000.00. Located in Henry County approx. 6 miles west of Paris, Tennessee just off U. S.
Hwy.NO\
, 54

• Moody Realty Company
414 Tyson Ave.
Paris, Tn. 38242
642-5093
Eddie Moody, Realtor
_ NOTICE TO TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBERS
IN
•
MURRAY,XENTUCKY
•

As a result of an inckease of local calling scope in
the Murray, Kentucky exchange and in accordance
with the statewide rate schedule approved by the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky, the South
Central Bell Telephone Company will put into effect
the following rates for local exchange telephone service to be effective with the billing date on and after
\
Fetapiary 4 1977.
These r,a are subject to applitable Federal mut,
*Sent Mite charges.'
State taxes

Busmess
fiestdAnce

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

31 6,-o! 10 firtit
CONSOLE PIANO used.' TWO BEDROOM boast
or larger. Unfurnished.
Lonardo Piano Co.
Preferably East of
Across from Post Office,
Murray. See or call
Paris, Tenn.
James Sills, 753-0798
CONRAD'S PIANOS 31. Apartments For Rent
Organs, -Kimball landBaldwin, Lowery - Story. NICE VA„CANT
effig.tency
and Clark. Largest
apartment. $80.00
selection in Western
monthly, $25.00 weekly.
Kentucky, 753-1424,
No large dogs. Call 753Olympic Plaza, Murray,
8333 or 753-7671.
Ky.
,
THREE BEDROOM
24. Miscellaneous
furnished apartment for
college Student or
TWO-PARAKEETS' with
couple. Call 753-6546.
cage. $30.00 for both. 10
speed bike, -$175. Call
753-02841;

ledIvideal 2-1WIT
"isio -11,31
6,00
4.54

SOUTH CENTRAL BHA TELEPHONE COMPANY

HE WANT AD

0.44.1e

°1
4?

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

51. Services Offered

1. Services Offered

FOR SALE 1970 BUicrit 1971 CHEVELI4I SS. New
NEED TREES cut,
TILE - 11LE, - TILE.
Electra 225 . has all
firewood, land clearing,
tires, mags. 1971 Ford
Complete patio and
powet and air, cruise
carpenter work or light
LTD. Both in good
porches, brick and tile,
t
i r:
:‘4wi
1
control. Extra clean car.
hauling.
Condition._ Cali 436-2332,
showers, entrance,
.Call_ 7534707.
$1575. Also . have 1958•
_,._.kitchens: Call J. R.
Ethel Pacer With rebuilt 1968 CHEVROLET,'6-Hamilton. 753-8500.
LIKE
TO
WOULD
engine-and
refinished
9150.
cylinder,
standard.
lisaaaa
j
t"..
babysit for young childs
body, $600. If interested „ Call 753-0085.
Maim
.ELECTRICAL - WIRING . Call 753-4328.
call 753-6564.
home and industrial, air
and
conditioning,
1963
FORD
customized
GENERAL BACKHOE
1_972
PLYMOUTH
refrigeration. heating.
van, mag wheels, 8
work, white gravel,
- DUSTER. 340 engine,
Call 474-8841.
track stereo. Must see to
bank gravel. Call 436power steering and
appreciate. Call'4932306.
brakes. Tape player,
.8441.
chrome wheels. $1,000.
ROY RARMON'S,Carpt n tv_ir
s,
,h 0 Ir.
be '-=seen at 66
:' 4th ' and murnP
Professionals:Ituilding,
Contact K and S Stump
Chestnut, call' 753-0165,
remodeling,
repairing.
-3'4
16' TRAILER, camper.
Removal, 4354343 or
after 6, 753-0574.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
7534400.
Street, next to Drive-In
1966 L2 TON-PICKUP. V-8
•• • Theatre.
'A:tY ADVICE TO YOU.`COW MAN 15
CUSTOM HAY bailing
good condition. $780.51. Services Offered
TIVAL
POUT THROW ANNOWE N THE
and custom combining.
-Ca11-73-2290„
'
13,46117,14E-VER----PIIT-At44-1+*W LI-C-EhISE-13--ELP-Cs;---esti_75341090,
DRIVEWAYS
WHITE
„efprompt
TRICIAN
ON TAPE,l
1076 BUICK REGAL,
rocked and graded. Free
ficient service. NO job
automatic, power and
INSULATION HunirN in
estimates. Call Clifford
boo small. Call Ernest
air,
_seats;
AMbucket
43 heal Estate
43. Real Estate
by Sears save on these '
•
Garrison
753-5429.
•
White,753-0605.
FM stereo tape. 350 four
high -heat and cooling
barsr.els.Call.4M-2MS.
bills. -Call--Doug Taylor- FENCE SALES AT
NEW LISTING ..Good TWO ACRES OF land
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
at 753-2310 for free
SEARS now. Call Mug
backhoe
'home at a bargain price:
and
TANK
1971
TORINO,
air,
new
east of Ahmo on blacktop
'estimates.
Taylor at 753-2310 for
wellis
Home
work needs call John
tires, good condition,
road. Pall 7534418.
free estimates for your
constructed and inLane. Phone 753-8669 or
one 'owner. $1150. Call
• sulated, has 2 bedrooms,
needs.
WILL DO inside or out436-2586.
753-6257.
side, painting and small
bath, livign room and
46 Homes Fur Sale
GUTTERING BY
1977 CAMARO, AM
kitchen. Located-on
ELECTRICAL -REPAIR----,:c.arpentry work. Phone
SEARS, Sears seamless
527-9959.
stereo. Six cylinder. One
quiet. street in nice•
of, electric heat, air
For Sea
gutters installed per
neighborhood. Also,
month old. Call 767-2550.
condition, appliances,
your spec kations, Call_
By Owner - Brick. 3
outside storage building.
water pumps; water
HOUSEKEEPING
1976 GMC TRUCK,Heavy
bedrooms,
baths,
Doug -Taylor at 753-2310
Priced at only $12,750.
heaters and wiring. _ 30
services available. Call
Dui)
65
Series:
Five
for free estimates.
large .den, 2 car
Don't delay, calr us
Years experience: Call
753-1495.
speed-two speed trangarage; central heat
today on this excellent
436-5676.
smission. 'Like new. GLASS REPAIR WORK
and bit', near Murray
bult -:--71C-.0-P-P-E-1111D
,WILL: DO abyssttoiig
Vcis ow iiir age: Must • for storm windows and
High. Low 30's. Call
REALTY-, 753-12227
anytime. Call , 753-0260.
SALFs
ELECTROLUX
sell. due to illness. Call
753-6935 after 6:00
doors. Window glass,
and
service:
Call
Tony
.474-2230
or
437-4594.
p.m.
mirrors, and auto glass
KY. a house
CARPET CLEANIN4 _
Montgomery, 753-6760,
tePlacement.
M lad G
and one acre of land on
-flaY orriight7. - experienced, very 1976 ONE TON Chevrolet • Complete Pleas,
Ky 444 and McFarlane PRICE _ RE
REDUCED!
1_ ......truck, low mileage, like
reasonable ..rates, Dixieland . Shopping
Road. Good well and
Separate workshop, 3 - -new. Must sell . at
references,
free
Center. 753-0180.
_septic system. - Many '''
Johnson
estimatest_Quick
' drooms, 2 "Is,
drying.
June
bargain price. Call 474fr
'area treefor- ante. ,nily4F; 2230-or 43-4594.
-.Call 753-5827or 753-9618.
king..atthe
PAINTING interior ind
shady ho esite. Call
„space, landscaped., near
traTrArAser
exterior. Texture ceiling
John C. Neubauer,
HAVING TROUBLE
shopping. Call ;53-9380.
1974 VEGA GT-, air
Beauty Shop
and sheetrock finishing.
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
getting those small
• condition, new tire's. FM
Call Ralph Worley, 753201 So.
753-0101
or
Pam
plumbing
jobs done?
HOUSE AND 1.01 407 N.
stereo' tape, Good
0708.
Thurs., Fri.,& Sat.'s
Rodgers, 753-7116.
Then call 753-6614.
3rd Street,
condition: Call 492-8558
Only
Elsie Bizzell. all 753after 5:00.
Iude would fike to invite
1623 LOCH LOMOND
- 4418. Price,
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
all her forme; patrons
roomy 2 story, 4
Service.
Residential;
1972 MERCURY Capri
and friends to call her for
bedroom,, 2 bath Prick
WANTED - rLACE to
mobile
loa-d-e4. 41-526.87. 1972
home-hookur
an appointment at
BIG HOUSE
with carport, fenced
put Mobile home in the
and geindre Lircpsed
Grand Tor-mo. 2 door,
renters hel; pay Five
-7534530
yard, electric wall heat,
co
try. Call 753-8714.
Roger
Fain,
435-4539.
$1275.93
('all
Pr
001-642bedrooms 3 baths, _
carpeting, and kitchen
_
901-0282,
9Q1-6.42-7256-or
lirepFaee, -,---ritial-ffeit
appliances. 1€!,x_
18'
642-5728
WET BASEMENT? We
Call 753-9r:..
outdoor workshop. Well_ _
Iii/,'' ‘,011 hut! 411i
make • Viet baSements
landscaped
1974 V. W. Super Reene.
dry, work completely.
several fruit trees. Call- THREE _BEDROOM
VA
50,0Q0 miles $1700 Call
guaranteed. Crill or-r,.•%-ed drive
" '53-3185.
753-8080 or'come by 105
ConMorgan
I...write
'
Large •.: Storage N.
BOYD
12th.,
struction Co., Route 2,
Punched This Week
building , 1 753-3257 or _
MAJORS. REAL
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
1971 DODGE VAN, 67534140
ESTATE.
42001. Phone day or
Cylinder, automatie-, 34
Jim Adams Food liners
night 442-7026.
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
FOR SALE - 80 acres;
house,five miles East of
'Hardin. Near Take::
Terms. Call 1-313-2927180.

17717

•

Bankroll C.

COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in'Westwood
Subdivision.'City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
- 'central heat Arid air, ,
patio, 2 car garage with
doubTe , concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
-mtive-rtprffrron Win
love the up-to-theminute appointments.
Do come and see for
yourself.„.GUY SPANN
REALTY, ,
901
Sycamore,753-7724.

fOR
SALE

Str,. t
sta.:.
r•

rd.

Diu-1.A.Service

bath, t p.
storag.
aidwt
"loan:tate,
d.
eli Fut
Ing

room

por, h with
11.144(44:
Ii,-.,t 4".-4, • 00,
epta( On.
back pr "
gas
k;
_
i11 basement
bath. four
are, d
, s. lauKdr;
Sep.
• • '..ben sink
c-ar garage
m In bark
wIt.t.
t u m: 1.
Insulated

.•
4•41)

Thi!alphabetiaed-page will run weekl. -- clip ii fr6 rn
•
the paper and sate for hands reference)
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fire
753-1441

(fr
oCii
mt_

753-1959

phc,re
753-5862
from til 6

Winchester

Printing
Service, Inc.

753-7588
M

REA LT 6P5

48 4usornotIvo .)Pr Ire

at Sycamoro,

474-2264
•

Steve Alexander

Carrier

1 21h

-,---

.

Police

Prompt dependable service. Three bulldozers to serve you"

753-5397

TELEPHONE..i531651

,.,

Bulldozing .

WE HAVE PROSPECTS
for three bedroom FOR.SALE • \ 2 bedroom
homes up to the 204s.
country t-frie in the
Come
by
Wilson
Southwe rns part of
- Insurance and Real
Callowa • ounty with
36. For Rent Or Lease
Estate'', acrass from the
quiet arJ
private
102S 4th St
post office or call 753surroundin,, Partially
Murray, K y
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
3263.
carpeted ,,id paneled
retail store building on
Inunecbalt, possession.,
_
south side cdwrt sguaiev
Ca11153-1;l4 for further
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft. WANT TO MOVE OUT7
Three bedroom brick;in
inforihatiun
Mr- Dal Boyd, 1-247e
Sherwood Forest has 2
2833.
Quality Service
lovely baths, dining
47 Motorcycles
room --with beautiful ;- Company
FOR LEASE - Building,
chandelier. , Family , YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
.753-9790 20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
room with fireplace,
-Motorc) 1r trailer. 1975
Commercial, residen753-5881
wall to wall carpeting in-- Honda 55( four with
tial,' industrial &
all rooms, built-in kitwindjamn • r% Call 753- .'Refrigeration
38. Pets - Supplies
chen with one. Wall
2226.
We service all bran
brick. Central heat and
(hi ti
MUST SELL Yorkshire
RONDA,
and . attached 1975
Terrier, 6 month old,
Good condition. 'Also
garage., Large utility
.,
male. Call 767-2474.
extra parts rall 492-8844
room, could be used aa
Poison
after 6 p. rr.
study. Priced in upper
AKC REGISTERED
Control
30's.
Call
KOPPERUD
black And tan German
Center .
REALTy, 753-1222. We 30. IN. HIGH trail mini
_Shepherd puppies. Male
work by all kinds of
bike. .or-eat Christrilas.
$75.00. Female :-.450.00.
weather:
Gift. Good, price. Call
Call 753-2329,
ercy
753-7327.
''"

Scmth

.
0

753-1621

'LW. Lyons

pleb

'COUNTRY HOME, 30
acres. Three bedroom,6
buildings, February 1.
References. Call '7532594 after 9 p. m.

REGISTERE
'LABRADOR, 61
!
0
each-. Regi ratio
papers being pi•ocessed.
-If interested call 753-

41
..

ONX- "TW13` BARREL'
carburator
and
manifold. Can be seen at
lOg South 12th.

Proftssional \, ...._
Ambulance
Corp.

753-9332

,

-

Free
Termite Inspection

MOW,TItIVISION it CO
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M urray Calloway
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Silver Fish &Shrub;
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Anderson Elec.

Rescue Squad

tric Inc.
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We con do Capehom
I Dumont Warranty Ser vice

.tfritly
. 'Paint
, 8-,
Hobby Center

ELECTRICAL

•

.

' S. 4th St.

736
753-3
Hobby, Crofts, Paint
and Wallpaper
- Open 8-00 a m
to 81-00 p.m

\
Paper
Hanging

Pointing
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•
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Installationg .614
de Service

,
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OrRays
•
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6 .N41144s..boUlh
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Rentals

Tuber's Body
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Movie, garden sato. sewer,
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etc

,
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. 8 Pest Control,
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Murray, K
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Deaths and Funerals
Robert C. Owen Is
Dead At Age 79;
Services Are Today

Ti
Merritt 0. Jordan - tapt. R VI McElrath
Dies At Hospital; Dies In California,
Funeral Is Today Services Thursday
•.

This Week May Provide Clues
On Carter:Congress&Marnage

For
'Amy
On First Day Today

WASHINGTON (AP) - for them.
• WASHINGTON (AP), - week, Mrs. Hoyt said. She has
civil rights groups..
.With amensty and 'three
Despite the' opposition,
Three senators voted to the Escorted by the Secret Ser- enrolled in an after-school
controversial 'Cabinet ap- Califano is expected to win Judiciary -Committee to op- vice, Amy Carter was late for Spanish cilipss that runs from
Merritt -O'Brien Jardao,
Robert Calvin Owen,retired
The death of Capt. Robert pointments as the issues, .confirmation by a wide pose sending Bell's dame to school on her first day today 3:15 to 415 p,m., Mrs. Hoyt
Presidan
. t.--I'Cartor' first.- -fail- margin.
Stere--at -WattatS-MeFtratir„-tf. 8.
Postaf -owner
--einployee-tif-thethe Senate -floor. -The-three -because of-Washiligtorili affiL, said. Marshall has run into op- votes against Bell came from but she_uiiide an excited entu,„ Mrs.- ,Garter _blamed ,lloe,
urday at 8:55 Browns_Grove, Murray Route Retired, occurred on-January week in the White House mg
Service, died
,
e Murray-Calloway One, died Saturday at 9:35 a. 21, .1977 in Los Angeles. A prqvide clues as to how well he position from . Republican Republicans - Sens. Charles to a special welcome from her -tardiness of her daughter on
p. m.
c_oarity Hospital. He was, 79 m. at the Murray-Calloway memorial service will be held and the Democratic Congress conservatives upset because Mathias of Maryland, John classmates.
rushhour morning traffic.
he-faVors repeal of a section of Chafee of Rhode _Island and
First Lady Rosalynn Carter :They left 20 minutes for the
ears ofage and wasprefeded County Hospital. He was 75 January 29 in the Chapel of -aregoing to get along.
This week also will give the Taft-Hartley Act which John Heinz III of Penn- went to school with her 9-year•
'• in deatli_Wiis wife, Fannie, in years of age.
Forest lawn Memori41 Park,
drive from the White House to
Congress and the national the authorizes states to enact. sylvania.
The Calloway County man CypresS, California.
old daughter to get her the school, Mrs., Carter said,
.1966.
launched and somewhat but it took almost 28 minutes'.
Mr*. Owen was a member of was a member of the Antioch -Capt44cElrath was born in first detailed account of the right-to4vork laws. Repeal of
All
the.
committee sheepishly. explained to a . -,Soc-ret Service agentseconomic the section is a longstanding
The Sinking Spring Baptist Church of Christ.- Born Murray on Sept. la, 1912. He is two-year
Democrats, including liberals gathering Of reporters that
M urray. High stimulation program the new goal of organized labor.
-Churc.11: He was born October .• November Z3,_ 1901, at Browns
griiiiimte
looked a bitstieepish about it,
A vote on Bell was who ordinarily might side with "we miscalculated how long it
18,97, in Calloway - County Grove, he was the son of the School. He attensied Georgia President wants'enacted.
was olayjous they would
and-it
Hearings on the economy scheduled for Tuesday with the civil rights -groups that took to get here."
.1 nd
the son of-the late late James Butler Jordan and Institute of Technology before
• check ,out -the route again to
The school bell had ring get her there on time:
itubert William Owen and Lula °Warn Jordan.
receiving an appointment to open today before the House eight hours • Set aside for opposed Bell, voted for him,
Mr.. Jordan is survived by the U. S. Naval Academy, Budget Committee with Alice debate. The Atlanta lawyer an indication of their reluc- twice aod it was about 9:12
Mattie Falwell Owen.
The First Lady saw her
Survivors Include one son, his wife, Mrs. Myrtle Jones W. Annapolis, Md. where he M„ Rivlin, congressional and former federal judge also tance to' get into an early a.m. when the sleek, black daughter. into the classroom
conflict'
with
the new White House sedan drove up in
James Owen, 1515 Cardinal Jordan, Murray Route'One.; _graduated with the class of budget director, as leadoff is expected to be confirmed,
and left about 10 minutes
withess.
tespite opposition from some Democratic President.
.fr-d-ht..:40-Thliddeus Stevens later. Mrs....Carter tines net
Drive,Migray; two stepsons_ one son, James G. Jordan;-and 1936, ,
_
_
1Yirf111
grandchildren.
irector
"Sehicil, five intend to accompany Amy
Leonard Wood, Coldwater —four
Most of hiS naval service
- blocks from _the White-HOuse. every day.
Road. Murray, and G. W. Stillwater, Okla.
was in the Far East and of the White House-Office of
Also surviving are one Pacific areas where he served • Management and Budget, is
Police and 'Secret Service
Wood,}
Trenton, Mich.; three
agents had roped'off the ensisters, Mrs. lma .Falwell, stepdaughter, Mrs. Marian under Adm. Thomas C. Hart scheduledto appear before the
trance to keep back a crowd of
Emergency
Drive, Lockett, Bryn ,Mawr, Pa.; prior to World War II. Later committee on Thursday to
Cardinal
)405'2
about 50, made up mainly of
Murray, Mrs. Lora Hays, three stepsons, Tommy D. he served- on and captained outline details of the Carter
PRESTONSBURG,IcY,„(2) 50 cents an hour, _or 8.6 per reporters
Paducah and Mrs. Eagle Workman, 703. South Ninth %arAQ• ..b(
- administration's $23 billion to
anda_feeLOBSSer
Pagliai's Pizza
ris-at- cent, untrimprovernents in who stopped
,
'$30
billion
package
of
tax
cutsto watch. Colson,' Ahno; one brother, Street;-MTarray,Max J. Work- retirement he has taught
,the
Kentucky
West
Virginia
pension
benefits
will be...
and
Wearing a blue and red cap,
Edwin Owen, Paducah; five man and Eddie Workman, Mathematics in the Los' and jobscreating programs. Gas Co. have returned to work
hospitaliaation
insurance.
,
A
vote
was
scheduled
today
eleven
Route
One;
*urray
bluedenimjeans--and
a blue
step -grandchildren.
Angeles School System.
following settlement of a 98-Next October, he said, union jacket, Amy
carried a canvas
Funeral services, are being step grandchildren.
Capt. McElrath is the son of in the Senate on a petition to day strike, a company official members will
receive a 7 per bag with -Snoopy" written on
The funeral was - held this the late Mr. and Mrs. William cut off debate on a resolution
held today at one p. m. at the
but our neon signs
says.
cent wage increase or an it and
-chapel of-the .h H. -Churchill - morning at eleven o'clock at Wallace MeElrath. He, is expressing Senate disapbounded up the stairs
will be off. We enR.T.
Daniel,
personnel
increase
equillalent
to
the
rise
with her mother. She paused
Funeral Home with the Rev.- the chapel of the J. H. Glair- - Survived by his former wife, proval- bf any -amnesty for director, said members
courage all other
of the in the cost of living, whichever
Vietnam
war
resisters.
Home
with
Bro.
chill
Funeral
to torn and wave pt those
. Lawson Williamson and the
Mrs. Jane McElrath, a
merchants to do the
But backers of the Oil, Chet-Incal. and Atomic is greater.
below.
Rev.' Buron Richerson of- Harvey Elder officiating and daughter Mrs. Martha Ellen
Workers
same.
Union
ratified
a
new
Several
incidents
of
Mrs. railer said Amy was
ficiating, and Gus Robertson, singers from the Antioch Ar, two step-children Mr. resolution were uncertain they 22-month-long
contract vandalism against company
Church of Christ providing the Norman Wilky and Mrs. Tom would pursue -their effort
"really excited" about her
, Jr., as soloist.
Saturday.
property were reported daring first day
because
Carter
got
the
jump
as a fourth-grader at
.S.erying as.pallbearers are.a.song service.
Baxter and by a sister Mrs.
Kentucky
West
Virginia
Gas
the
strike, including "nine.or, Stevens. _ln fact she
Pallbearers were Dan William S. Major of Murray. on them by unexpectedly
Jim- Neale, Owen-t Henson
was so
Kentucky,
explosions,"met. said. excited she ttned down a
Hale,-Leonard Wood,- -Pi: B. Winters, Hugh Deering, Tqm
Memorial donations may be pardornog a broad range of West Virginia and
the
He_said
ant.
_Penn,
federal Bureau-of —that ..ree10-gb bowling with her
.
lzwellyn, Jerry Hughet, Carl sent to The American Lung -draft-resistersFriclairif
Wilson,_ Harrell-BroaM
• Daniel
I‘arnw,
said.
•
Alcohol; l'ob-acco . and father
Doron, James Ahoriation in care of his passed, the resolution would
James Swann. Burial will-be Doron,
Sunday night at the
He ' said the contract Firearms and Kentucky State
4White House so she could get
in the Elni Grove CemeterY. Easley, and Harold Arnett. daughter, Mrs. Clinton Ar, 532 not be binding on •the
provides, among other things, Police are investigating the
Burial will be in the Antioch W. 40th Street, San Pedro, President.
her school materials together-,
immediate.wage increases of blasts.
The
Cabinet
appointees
Cemetery.
Mrs. Carter relatd.•
California 90731.
awaiting Senate action are
The 23 other classmates irr
Griffni B. Bell, named by
the combined fourth-fifth
Carter to be attorney general;
grade class welcomed Amy
Mrs. Cora Lee Brown,
Josetilvealifano, named to be
and said -good morning Mrs.
Cottage'Grove, Tenn., age 85,
Prices of stock of local interest at noon secretary of health; education
Carter," as they arrived at the
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
widow of Will T. Brown, died
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of and welfare, ,,and F. Ray
class, according .to press
Saturday at the Henry County'
on
Murcay,-are as follows:
Marshall, nominated , as
Applicants for journalism secretary Mary Hoyt, They
Rotary
International
General licispital, Paris,
.
31,
4
s
Secretary
of
labor.
Heubleininc
for
Freeman
bad
put
up
a
The funeral
"Welcome Amy"
Disiiiit171 Governor-John H. awards,if students,must have
,Tenn.50 -.4
McDonalds Corp.
The Senate already had Ewing, of Greensburg has completed at least two'years sign and a special mobile, with
Monroe (Popal Puckett, age Ponderosa
unc
Systems
Survivors
are . five
41 -1
agreed to vote on Califano,late announced the -availability of of secondary education in a blue and purple feathered
Kimberly Clark
daughters, Mrs. Mable 90, of Route Two, Puryear,
. today after two scheduled three Rotary Foundation journalism. Professional bird as a welcome.
held
Sunday
at
one
Tenn.,
was
58'
31
un
.
C
.
.
UruonCar
Gra
c
bi
e
.
de
Goforth and Mrs. Willie
1.0 u welcuse yet
hours of debate, most of which educational awards for young applicants must have been
-28 unc
chapel of the Texaco
Accoring to Mrs. Hoyt, Amy
Donegan, Cottage Grove, p. m. at the
..
General Elec.
is
likely
to
renter
on
his
Mn.
Kathryn 3:14atiand
Rawls
Funeral
sweu
with apeople in his (Astrid forTt idy workingsfortwo years and be
12,
4, uric
GAF Corp
Tenn., Mrs. Henrietta Mobley, Williams •and
Phone 7331479
_position
opposed
to use of any abroad during,academic year twenty-one thrdugh twenty- big red Snoopy
3,4,4
with the Georgia Pacific,
Horne.,..Paris,
the
front,
_
_
.
Mrs. Flora fliicson, and- Mrs-.
26;
Mier ....
rederal funds for abortions. 1978-79. The awards cover the eight years old.
and she bounded in to hang up
351, _L.
Lucille Parker, Paris, Tenn.; Rev. L. W. Page officiating. Jun Walters
Sen. Robert Paekwood, R costs of'language instruction,
II -4- IR
iOrsch
Grove
her coat, helped-by another
Burial
was
in
the
Union
Over
the
Hest
ycara
one son, George Brown, Paris,
43831
Disney
Ore.,a leader of the opposition transportation, food, lodging, the Foundation's trustees student, and quickly took her
Franklin Mint r
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Lula Cemetery.
to Califano, contends that and tuition.
Mr. Puckett died-Thursday
have committed U.S. $22 seat at one of the tables. She
Brown, Buchanan, Tenn.
Prices of stocks of local interest'at noon culling off federal funds for
at
7:30
p.
m.
at
the
Henry
Information
on
the million for their programs. was familiar_ with the
Ledger
&
runes
by
today furrushed to the
The .pmeral was held
abortions would have the scholarships may be obtained And in concert with their classroom, having visited
I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:,
Sunday at 3:30_p. m. at the County -General Hospital,
effect-of limiting abortions-to by contaettng -road Rotkry motto of "- Service Ab-ove thereln rviooly-before-Carter
member
of
the
Tenn.
A
Paris,
-1.66
Indus,Av
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
those wealthy enough'topay Club President Ray Mofield. Self," none of the program's took office.
Home., Paris,_ Tenn., with Union Grove Baptist Church,
32 +
1887,Amy will eat hot lunch in
he
15,
was
January
born
Rotarians are looking for awards can be made to
4
unc
Sim ISM Iors lasM•Ss NMI'
4
,
Am
Motors
burial in the Palestine
school daily, at a cost Of$1.75 a
the late Ashland Oil
3,5k.
and
son
of
was
the
Rotarians
.
-or
their
families
_
wellscholars
who
are
Cemetery.
63.4 unc
Monroe and Ada Pucketl. He Ford
A.
:r T
rounded, artiCulate, outgoing
60ci
Motor
56 -'
was married to the former Gen.Dynamics_
people who can interpret their
efl.74s4
Motors
Muranda Diggs who died
homelands as well as absorb,
An organizational -Meeting the cultures of
27% -0.
October 27,1973
Goodrich
their country of,
Oil
of all young diabetic's in study. Candidates must apply
The deceased is survived by Gull
33.4 +44
Pennwalt
and Marshall for the awards by March 1,
five daughters, Mrs. Aglee Quaker Oats
24.2 -,
-4 'Calloway
,
,,33,4 +'a
Colinties
and,
other 1977 through local Rotary
RopublicSteel
Porter,
Mrs.
Ruberta Singer
21,4 -,-4
Mfg.
surrounding
areas
will
be
held Chiba where they reside or
Reynolds,
and
Mrs,
Arnetta
I
1'
a
unC
•
TaPPail
Funeral services for Jack
19,4 -'4 . Wednesday, January 26, -at
Western Union..
study.
Claxton of Puryear, Tenn., Henry, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Zenith Radio . . .
24.4 4'4
7:00 p. m. at the Witslow
The Rotary Fotindation of
--were-held Saturday-at throe p- Lula Brown and Mrs. Frances
'
Murray State Rotary Internationiic-Ilie
m. at the chapel of the Willis, Cincinnati, Ohio; six
University.
world's oldest service club
McEvoy_ Funeral Home, sons; Robert, Springville,
- Thismill be the first meeting
Joe
Tenn.,
Freeman,
Jr.-and
association, seeks to promote
Paris, Tenn., with Bro. Ewing
of this kind to be held here and
Puryear, Tn.,
international goodwill and
Stubblefield officiating. Burial Louis Puckett,
it is open- to Murray State understanding. Its awards
Veriiell,
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
was in the Puryear Cemetery.
University students as Well as
programs are supported by
Mr. Claxton, age 76, died Edward and Cevell Puckett,
others. bwitations have been
Mrs.
Siiter,
Cincinnati,
Ohio;
voluntary contributions of
Thursday Eit:7:45 p. rd. at the
monthly issued.to persons known to be Rotarians
The .regular
and
others
Murray-Calloway County Millie Gray, Puryear, Tenn.;
Continuing diabetics, but some may have worldwide.
Community
four
brothers,
Charles
and
Hospital:He was the retired
been
missed.
Nursing Education' Meeting
The Foundation's awards
owner and operator of
The .arganizatton ,of. the
sponsored by the Murray
are -placed
into five
- Puryear Garage and Service Metropolis, Ill., aad Melvin,
young
diabetics
is
being
CalloWaY Coantv gispital will
categories, the largest-4f-Station and a dealer in real Atlanta, Ga.; steohrother,
spearheaded by nurses, the
James Gray, MaYfreTif; - be held tonight 'Monday,(
which is . the . graduate
estate.
January 24,at 7:30 p. m.in the '4, dietician at MurrayCallowav fellowships. Each graduate
grandchildren;
twentyseven
Born September 12, 1900, in
Hospital,
Dr. Jiidith
Hcispital Conference Room. County
fi‘
ftrin
eenang
.rChi
eatc- grafidchf
.ti4rIty
we B
..„.11enry.f..,ounty., Temp ,
thp1241
must he
Dr,Chat-lestA-lark will Be " Hood, and'" ['On ?MOTOR- -j'ellaw
twenty-eight years old and:
the son of the late Robert D.
Lnederal
2S
4trite Market News Service the guest speaker and his topit
have
earned
the
equivalent
of ••
Claxton and Emma Raines
uary
977
,
a Bachelor's degree.
Claxton. He was a member of Kentucky- Purchase Area Hog Market will be on "Hepatitis."
Dr. Clark is associated with
Includes 8 Buying Stations
Students who have comthe Puryear Church of Christ. Report
Receipts: Act. 1766 Est. 400 Barrows & the HoestomMcDevitt Clinic
pleted only two years of study
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Gilts steady Sows .50-1.00 lower
140,25-40,15 and on the medical staff at the
•
1-2 200-230 lbs.
on the university level may
Lavina Roberts Claxton, US
US 1-3 200-2401bs.
939.75-40.25
Murray Calloway-Calloway
apply for the Foundation's
Puryear, Tenn., and one US 2-1 7A0-260 lbs.
$39.00-39.75
County Hospital. He received
US 3.4260-280 lbs.
836.00-39.00
sister, Mrs. Robbie Venable, Sows
A
Memphis,
Tenn., Undergraduate Scholarships.
his
-pre-med at Murray State
now brings to you, our snow-bound patrons, the all new FREE
Whitlock, Tenn. He was US 1-2270-35011m.
931.50-32.00
physician,
Dr.
Daniel
Mar- Applicants may not be
University; M. D. from the
132.00-34.00
eighteen
must
he
married
and
preceded in. death' by three US 14500450 lbs. .--. 654.0044.50f
.26
University - of Tennessee; shall, will be the special guest through twenty-four years old.
brothers, John_ W.,Herlie,and US 2-3 300-5001bs. ...... . $30
.50
at '' Baptist. lecturer for an introductory
Internship
Boars
17.00-20.00
Technical Training awards.
Edmond Claxton.
Memorial at Memphis,' lecture on Transcendental are available to people who
Meditation (TM) on Wed_Teimessee, _ .
a The names may have changed, but the service is
have the equivalent of a
All community and hospital neadaY, Januai-y 26, at 7:30 p. secondary education and have
still the best in town. Nothing can stop Mrs. Bea and
m.
in
Room 206 (behind the
nurses are invited to attend, a
worked for two years in, a
stadium
and
•
under
the
sPOkesitian said..
the
-bleachers) orthe Roy Stewart technical field, ltc the past,
studied
have
from
bringing
your prescriptions directly to yotir
students
Stadium
Miff.... State
vocations from beekeeping 1r
University.
door, quickly and efficiently and, at no extra
By'Kenny Imes
Dr. Marshall's main field of hydrofoil construction.
you. Apparently we are all Unable to fight the
awardees
Training
Technical
interest .is preventative
-A fellow was talking the other day about his way of
medicine and is co-aiithoring a must' be twenty-one through
,
snows
forever, so,join the many others- who have
living. He was telling actually bragging - about his ex,
The Pre-Dental Club of -book on that subject. Dr. thirty-fir years old.
turned
themselves over to us and
periences with "quite a gal." The young lady has no
awards
are
Murray'State University -will Marshall said "over half the
Also available
sense of morals; never mentions the word or gives it a
hold its first meeting of the conditions for which people for teachers of the hanthought. They live with each other. They coddle and
spring sewester Wednesday, consult physicians are related dicapped and journalists
cuddle everyday. She is wild about him and he is crazy
DON'T FORGET ABOUT OUR 15%
January- 26, at 1:00 p. m. in .to or aggravated by stress, which are granted to. winners
about her. In hardly no time at all,she discovered how
Room 248 of the Blackburn including headaches, high of a worldwide competition'qf
ALL-INCLUSIVE MEDICARE DISCOUNT PROGRAM
she could twist him around her little finger. He likes it, Science Building.
blood pressure, heart disease, candidates sponsored by
and that is puttingit mildly.
the
1978-79,
In
clubs.
will
be
made
fut.
the
Rotary
Plans
digestive and emotional
. There is nothing strange about this at all. His exjournalism awards program's
February 3 trip to the problems."
'
periences, his way of living, is a natural way of living.
Universit
•
of
Kentucky
School,
A spokesman for the TM first year; the Foundation rill
\ It happens regularly and everywhere. And thank
of Den istry and the group skid scientific studies grant twenty a ards. Up- to
goodness it does ... Do You doubt or dispide this'? Don't.
Phone your prdwriptions in ahead -and-they-will be
--the-,--HanTeachers
Ask any Daddy to tell you about his 2or 3 year old baby. - University of LouisvilleSchooL•-• have Shownt that
be
awards'
will
dicapped
ready when You arrix)fe.at our counteror our Drivewill
be
of-Dentistry.
This
'dip
. daughter. _He will tell you how.true it is, just as this
Scendental Inedilation
free to all members:"
man did...(Incidentally, the twist of this little story
relieves deep stress and .presented the same year.
in Window!
_Teachers apPlying for this
. Activities fin% National reduces the ,medical risk
shows how easy it is at times to form a quick,mistaken
the
must
have
award
for
Impression, a wrong conchiSian - before ALL 07 facts • Health.Week a projects
factors for heart disease,
the -semester ill also be digestive\disorders and high equivalent of a secondary
are know.)...
discussed. All . ember's and blood pressure artiong others. school degree, have worked
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home 4. \ interested
*dents are inviced
The hiibllc is invited lo with the handicapped for two
201 South 3rd
to',attend. according to lee attend the lecture on Wed- years, and be twenty-five
753-2411
through -fifty years old.
Stewart, vice president.
nesday, a spokesman said.
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Strike Settled

OPEN

Mrs. Cora L Brown
Dies On Saturday Freeman M. Puckett
Dies ThUrsday-With
Funeral On Sunday
•

Rotary Fo undation
Awards.A nnounced
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clkeioime,
TOWN!

Diabetics _Meeting
Planned Wednesday

Funeral Services
For Jack Claxton
Held Saturday

Dr. Clark Speaker
At Community
Nurses Meet Here

FREE!

DDr. Marshall Will
Lecture On TM
Here Wednesday
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